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By Claudia Martin
ld Virginia Hand Hewn Log Homes
was born in 1981 with tile goal to
continue an American heritagehandcrafting authentic, Appalachian style log
homcs - continuing a family tradition. Even
in 1995 the homes designed and built by Old
Virginia rely on many traditional techniques,
tools and materials. The logs are still hand

By S. J. Kyle
The jol/tr..,mg is the Jim ill II serj~s afllrticles

about CADKEY users in sports-related inJustriu. Theil' products are diversified and yet h(IVt
nil bero developed or improved as a result of the

power, ease ofuse, nnd flexibility of CADKEY
and prodllcts that wfffk with CADKEY. The
image above is frrrm tbe wo,thlg drawingr of the
fim rompany profiled. It sbrYWs the road ribs for
the airfoil of II parag/ider.
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he looks out into a clear,

deep blue sky and a 180 0 horizon over
Reno, Nevada, Clyde Blincoe takes a

deep brtath aod launches himself into spat:e
frum the airplane. Free falling from 10,000
feet, and adjllsdng to.: the sound and rush of
the approaching ground at terminal velocity,
he experiences sOllu.:thing very few of us will
ever know.
Licensed as a Professional Exhibition
Skydiver by the United States Parachute
Association, a hlted jumpmaster and instructor, and currently licensed by the FAA as a
master parachute rigger, pilot, and hot air
balloon repairman, Clyde is also a des.igner
of aeronautical equipment who has found
that CADKEY, better than any other
mechanical CAD package around, provides
him with the tool to develop new and better
parachutes, paragliders, balloons, and JlOw~
ered aircraft.
\Vhile skydiving remains his first love,
Clyde has taken to the sport of paragliding
in a big way, and is designing his first
paraglidcr. This paraglider is not motorized,
but is rather a foot~launched parachute
designed to fly like a hang glider. He sees
this as a coming sport craze in this COUtlery.
It has already taken over much of Europe
and other parts of the world.
Currently, Clyde is about a month away
from the first working prototype paraglider
which he designed using CADKEY 7 and
the full version of FastSURF with the
Un\VRAP module. "Airflow analysis with
my parachutes, and their flight charaeteris~
tics, really seems to indicate positive results
with what I have done. I hope that the ideas
work as well in the p,lraglider as they do in
the parachute. As paragliders go, it is defi~
nitely different from some becau~e the wing
has a changing anhedral (curvature across the
top) and is twisted as it extends to the sides
and tapers to the ends-elements which help
to control air flow."
Clyde is a Illan of Illany talents and inter~
ests. In the late 1960's alld early 1970's he
built race cars (mostly Sprint cars-illore
commonly recogni7.ed as the old "Indy" cars)
and ran a prototype development machine
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Front view of log home design

hewn, for example. But modem tools and
techniques are also used. DaroCAD has been
on board since version 4 and modern construction methods and engineering design
assure the structures meet HUD and other
building standards.
The beginning of the story is best told in
the words of owners, Reed and Judy
"Williams. "Often we arc asked how we got
into the log home business. It happened
quite by accident. "When Jimmy Carter went
into the \Vhite House, J had been a develop~
er and builder in Northern Virginia for several years, with my office on the top floor of
the Bank of Vienna building. Four years lat~
er, the interest rates had soared, the economy
had soured, and we were both looking for a
job. I returned to my roots, Lee County, Vir~
ginia.
I always knew that somed2Y I would build
a log h ome and it looked likc now ·,',.~s as
good a time as ,my. The morc brochures I
looked through, th e Iliore confused J became,

best. J quickly saw their best just wasn't what
J wanted, so I decided to build my own.
My dad's Great~Gl'1lndfather Ambrose
Eagle and both his grnndfathers, Emmett
Eagle and Joseph "Williams, were hand~
erafters and builders of log homes, 'Iog~
smiths', as they were called in those days.
"With this in minJ,Judy and I simply took a
framing square, level and common sense and
went up the hi\! to an old log house which
had been handcrafted by Ambrose Eagle
about a year after the civil war and studied
the techniques he had used. We integrated
modern technology and a few modifications
of our own, and devised what we think is a
near perfect system. Later, it seemed fitting
to call our improved design 'The Eagle Sys~
tem.'
My dad, 'Babe', was a retired coal miner
and my uncle, Bob "Wil1ialns, a retired car~
penter. Combining their knowledge and
expertise in hewing and handcrafting and my
experience in construction, we began to build
our first log home. The handcrafting was
done on site, next to the foundation. The
logs were hand hewn, the dnvet:lil cornc\"1;
norched, then the logs were placed in the
wall, one at ~1 time.
See HOMES, Page 8¢

QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT:

Identifying and integrating 'The Voice of the Customer'
By Robert Farrell, Jr.
Manta Corporation, Milford, Ohio

tive industry. Toyota, in particular,
used it to significantly impact devel~
opment time and costs. It was very
day, perhaps more than ever
successful in reducing the required
before, the key to an organization
change orders after production was
achieving its goals is to develop a
started. This technology is widely
product which is superior to its compcti~
credited as being one of the keys to
tor's at satisfying customer requirements.
their success.
At the same time, these organizations are
Because of the success of their
Japanese competitors, Atnerican com~
searching to satisfy business considerations
panics started to investigate how
associated with making the product easier
these over~seas companies opel'1lted.
to develop, produce, distribute, and main·
tain. Even in the service industries, the
They discovered QFD; and brought
the technology to tile United States
same principles apply.
where it was further developed and
COlllpute~Aided Engineering and oth~
enhanced. Today QFD is taking root
er simultaneous engineering programs
throughout virtually all industries in
offer tremendous advantages to those
the U. S. and around the world.
organizations who have implemented the
In 1993 an organization was
tools and technologies. But it is important
formed in the United States for the
to remember that the end product will fail
purpose of further developing and
if it is not what the buyer wants, no matter
i
aspect
promoting the use of the technology
how quickly or efficiently that product was referred to as "The House of Quality." Here is a
throughout business and industry.
matrix with the different "rooms" labeled. The
developed.
That Orbtanization, called the QFD
Significant amounts of time and money
rooms represent lists of information and the
Institute, is a non·denominational,
are spent researching customer wants and
correlation between those lists.
non~competitive, non~profit organineeds - only to drop the ball and fail to
zation. "It is the goal of the institute
use that data throughout the product
product definition process known as Quality
to work toward improving customer satisfuc~
development process. Consequently, the
Function Deployment (QFD) for help. QFD
tion with quality designed goods and services
enables organi7,ations to focus all functional
industrial community is looking for a method
and to advance the use of QFD throughout
to drive the development process using what
areas (design, engineering, and manufacturing
North Atnerica," says Glenn Mazur, Execu~
the customer asked for as the starting point.
processes) on developing a product definition
tive Director of the Ann Arbor, Michigan,
This up~front product definition phase is the
to satisfy the requirements of all important
based organization. "Members of the Jnsti~
See FLYING, Page 25 ¢
most critical part of the whole development
tute are actively involved in numerous devel~
process. Decisions
opment programs relative to QFD and asso~
made here have a huge About OFO
"
ciated technologies - as well as assisting in its
effect on the down~
QFD was developed in Japan as an effort
integl'1ltion and implementation throughout
---------------~
stream costs, timing,
to get engineers to consider quality early in
industry."
and on the likelihood
the design process. It started in the Kobe
of overall product sucshipyards as a way to expand and implement
U~ A.
How OFD Works
T;JvIO':; :'H
cess. As a result, many
the view of quality as taught by W. Edwards
The QFD process is a systematic way of
organizations are
Deming and others. From there it was
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KEY' ALK Off-line musings about going on line
T

By
Il very recently I've been what is best
described as "on-tine-impaired" ... this in

spite of many pressures to fire up my modem
and dial in. In mct, three years ago Dana Seero, a
Cadkey VAR in Marblehead, Maine, gave me regular

"pep talks" about getting on CompuServe so we could
transfer files easily and not make FedEx any richer
than they already are, but I didn't listen. Oh, I had lots
of excuses: our pre-historic phone system could not
accommodate modem activity; my computer was
down; my modem was on permanent loan to another
department, etc.; but mostly I was just a slow starter.
I'm glad to report I finally have my own shiny new
14,400 modem, my computer is operational and reliable, and the phone company devised a funky fix
which allows us to actually use modems in the office.
It turns out that Dana was right. (Thanks Dana!)
Transferring files is easier, faster and cheaper.
The truth is the Internet will surely revolutionize
the way the world does business and communicates. It
seems "instant" is the operative word in every milieu
nowadays. The last revolution of a similar nature was
the facsimile machine. Can anyone remember the dark
ages B.F. (Before Fax) and how we managed to get by?
KEVSOLUTJONS has constant tight monthly deadlines,
-.Ind I appreciate being able to get articles and drawing
files frOI11 writers, like right l1fJW. CAD users everywhere who share files with distant locations will recognize this advantage.
The Internet is an incredible and powerful commu-

CLAUDIA

MART I N .

The July 1995 issue ofKEySOUJTIONS will focus
on products and issues surrounding the Internet and
some tips and trick'> for getting around and finding
CAD information. Send us your letters and messages
that describe your experiences. Our Internet address
is: key.solutions@on-ramp.ior.com.
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nication and learning tool, but I find I'm a little put
off by all the media hype. First, when there's that
much hoopla and hustle you knfJW someone somewhere is making a lot of money or at least trying to.
Caveat Emptor as the old saying goes. Many of the
ads and shows project the image of Internet users as
"cool", smart, "in" and having riotous fun. Then
there's all the cutesie lingo (infonnation super highway, "net surfing", etc.) that's already become trite
and nauseating. If you're not "surfing the net" you're
left out, behind the times, and really missing something.
Maybe, maybe not. But you don't have to have the
soul of a "hacker" to find value in the Internet. It
doesn't have to become addictive and consume big
chunks of your life. I have limited time to just go
exploring down the Internet byways, but tapping in to
the DataCAD- and CADKEY-specific stuff is easy and
doesn't have to take a Jot of time unless you want it to.
The activity on the DataCAD DBUG has included
fascinating interchanges from all over the world on
topics from multi-scale plotting (reprinted in this
issue), laptops with DataCAD, 3D modeling tips, and
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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE
By LIVINGSTON DAVIES .

Cadkey Inc. Debuts on Internet

group resides on alt.cad.cadkey.
The forum is an unmoderated newsgroup. In addition to techniC31

support for Cadkey products (CAD KEY, CADKEY Analysis, and
Advanced Modeler), other topics wil! include in fonnation on third
party software products, trade show and user group infonnation,
company and product news, software hug reporting, pricing infonnati on, technical tips, educational programs, and information on creating third-party progrnms for Cadkey products via GAOL, CDE and

DCAL.
Cadkey offers a similar CADKEY forum on CompuServe (GO
CADKEY). For more information, contact Cadkey at 2031298-8888.
An electronic support forum is also ava ilable for users o f DataCAD, D ataCAD Velocity, DataCAD Estimator, and RenderStar from
RenderStar Technology. DBUG is a subscription-based forum eSClblished, monitored, and mainCiined by the publishers of Cheaptricks.
Cheaptricks is a news letter which is dedicated to keeping DataCAD
users informed of new products, services, and shareware. To subscribe
to D BUG, simply send an e-mail to: majordomo@world.std.com. ln
the body of the message, type: subscribe datacad-dbug.

•

Cadkey and the IndustryNET

Cadkey Inc. has a "home page" within the IndustryNET - address
http \\ www\ industry.net. Completein formation on Cadkey, Inc.,
the company and its p roducts, is listed. This information includes a
company profile, "short" product descriptions and pricing, re{:ent
press releases, a "case history of the month", product reviews, a list o f
U .~ authorized tra ini ng centers and distributor referra l information,
and a list of upcom ing events, seminars and user group meetings, etc.
At a la ter da te scanned brochures, demo software for DataCAD and
CADKEY, and technical tips will be included.

.

O

ver the past few months,

I have had the pleasure

of participating in a
number of CADKEY and DataCAD user groups across the
coun try. From Portland, Oregon
to Boston, Massachusetts, I was
uniformly impressed with the
quality, loyalty, and energy shown
by the users of our products.
Majo r changes are occurring
in !he way enterprises are organized wo rldwide. Long sought
after p roductivity increases in our
white collar work force are materializing. In lar ge measur e, this
p roductivity impr ovement is du e

1995 Shows

DataCAD Future Profiled at DBUG Me eting

K en Parrish, head of the AEC Group at Cadkey discussed some of
the latest developments taking place in the DataCAD product during
a visit to th e February meeting of the D ataCAD Boston Users
Group. First, the bi-directional DWG translator (comparable with
AutoCAD 12) is in alphalbet:a testing and will be released soon. It
will work as a shell -out utility and be command driven from a DOS
prompt. Second, a new updated VESA driver is available on the Cadkey Bulletin Board (2031298-64{l5) and a new driver for the S3 chip
on PCI buses (pentiurns) is under construction.

•

OataCAD Product Manager Seeks Suggestions

Charley Ferrucci, Cadkey VP Alternate Channels, is now manag·
ing the D ataCAD product line. He is actively soliciting input from
Dat:aCAD users on types of enhancements and fearores they would
like to see added to D ataCAD. He recently published the following
on the D ataCAD DBUG Inte rn et Forum: "The DataCAD product
tealll is investigating possible enhancements to D ataCAD 6. V{e
would very much like you r suggestions regar ding the furore of the
DOS product. We are also developing the (semi)final product specification for Cadkey Architect. Your advice regarding this lo ng awai ted
product wou ld also be appreciated."

•

DataCAD 5 Now $49.95 While Supplies Last

Cadkey, Inc. has lowe red the pri ce of DataCAD 5 from $149.95 to
$49.95, while supplies last. D ataCAD can produce a complete architectural design, from 2D annota ted production drawings to 3D photorealistic renderings and fly-throughs.1t contains 1,600 2D and 3D
symbols for common objects such as landsca pe symbols, furn itu re,
win dows. and doors. You can also create your own symbols. Built-in
macros automate many routine drafti ng tasks. Over 50,000 professional architects, builders, and "do- it-yourself" horne users currently
use DataCAD.
D at:aCAD 5 is fully upward compatible with DataCAD 6, the curr ent version of th e product. U pgntdes to ve rs ion 6 cost $69.95. D ataCAD runs on 386, 4 86, and P entium IBM-compatible DOS-based
personal computers. A math coprocessor is required. Nlinimum system requi rements are 4MB RAM. 8MB RAM or more are recommended for optimal perfonnance. All D ataCAD products come with
30 days free telephone technical su pport and a money-back guaran·
tee. For sales information, please contact Cadkey at 8001282-1368.
4KEV$OLUTIONS. APRIL
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to !he m aru ri ngand
omnipresen ce of personal
com puting. It is clear that the
Cadkey commu nity is playing
a major part in !he current
economic cycle of growth. It
is equally clear that we all
need to work smarter and with
a clear focus in order to con tinue playing a major ro le.
At Cadkey, Inc. we have just
completed the first quarter of our
fiscal year 1995 (which began on
N ovem ber 1, 1994). I am pleased
to report that revenue is up from
last year and that we have been
profitable every month of the
quarter. This kind of performance is possihle only with the
focused effort of everyone on
staff and of each one of our su ppliers and value ad ded resellers.
But even more im portantly, ou r
success is du e to the success of
our customers.
It is Cadkey's m issio n to pro·
vide tools wh ich improve the

productivity of ou r users. If we
provide tools which m ake you
mo re productive and actually save
you money, the n we win . We are
winn ing right now, but we do not
intend to rest on past success. We
are relying on you to tell us what
we need to do to keep saving you
money. We are committed to conti nue providing products with out standing price perfonnance ratio.
Last month I attended a
meeting in Rocll' H ill, Connecticut, at which ar ound 300 users
saw CADKEY for Windows for
the first ti m e. From the reaction
and participation of the audience,
I know we are on the right track.
Continued foclls o n en d·use r
p roductivity will keep us on target. Feedback from our customers is very important to us.
Please become an active m ember
of !he Cadkey team by comm unicating your ideas and suggestions
to your local dea lers and C adkey
representatives.

KEVMAIL

Cadkey will be exhibiting at The Remodeler's Show at the Atlanta
Convention Center, Atlanta, GA, November 3-5,1995.

•

PRESIDENT, C AD KEY

Targeting high performance

Cadkey, Inc. has launched a lIew electronic technical support and
news forum on the Internet for CADKEY and DataCAD. The news·

Dear KEySOLlJI'IONS:
I wish you would section your magazine off for DataCAD
&CADKEY.
Fred Marklund, Taseca Homes, Vancouver, WA

Thanks for the mggmion. This is something we orr trying to
do as milch os possible and it lin 1IItimate goal. Wbm u'e enn't
mah it 'Work become of lnyoflt problems, we will label technical
mflwia/ as clmrly and boldly os tve elm to help readers filld
their way.
Dear KEYSOLlJIlONS:
I JUSt updated to DataCAD v.6 and have tried to learn it
myself, b\lt many questions and problems arise that are
not properly documen ted in the manual. I t might be a
worthwhile investment to seek professional training. I
would therefore be thankful if you would direct me to
such a service in my area.

Kioumars Ghobad, Van Nuys, CA
W~ wrre glad to be flble to provide fI list of DafaCAD training
untm in the Mflrch 1995 irrlte of KEYSOLU770NS. Thit
wiJI be IIpdated throughout the year.
Dear KEYSOLlJIlONS:
Congrarolations on the new look. The color and content
are great, and the promise of ten issues a year is welcome.
In the best of worlds, it would be nice (handier) to have
an 8 x 10 or 8'1: x II magazine siu that fits more easily
on a desk, but that's a secondary consideration_
Tom Savage, Nicholson Mfg. Co., Seattle, WA

Othm have a/so made this a",mlent. Wr agrre that the tize
might be II1.vkward in WIlle sifllotiollS, bllt it was a trade-off
made so tVt collld produu WI isslles 0 yft/r. H'e will assetS this as
theyenrprogres#s.

(ADKEY, INC. PRICE LIST EFFECTIVE THROUGH APRIL
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U.S. I Canada Master Price list (U.S. Dollers)
To order, contact your local authorized CADKEY/DataCAD dealer or call the CADKEY Sales Dept at 203-298·8888.
~

Suggested Retail Price

CADKEY 7 FOR WINDOWS
CADKEY 7 Windows (3·1/2 ~ OR CD RO M)Introductory price validthru 4/30/95
CADKEY I Window (3-1 /2" or CD ROM) SRP after 4!30/95

S 495.00

S 795.00

SUqqRstRdRRtaii PrjCR

All Previous CADKEY DOS to CADKEY
Professional 7
$1745.00
Contact your local CADKEV dealer for upgrade
programs not listed

DataCAD & DataCAD UPGRADES

CADKEY
CADKEY Professional 7 (3· 1/2" )
CADKEY 7 DOS (3·1/2" or CD ROM)
CADKEY 7 Windows (3·1/2" or CD ROM)
CADKEY light 7
Advanced Modeler
CADKEY Analysis 7

~

$1995.00
$ 795.00
S 795.00
$ 99.95
S 495.00
S 99.00

DataCAD 6 Professional ( 3·1/2" or CD ROM) S 149.95
Upgrades from DataCAD 5
$ 69.95
$ 99.00
Estimator
$ 49.95
TOUCH·UP Macro
Command Performance Macro
$ 49.95
BLOCKER Macro
S 49.95
All Three Macros above
S 129.95

CADKEY UPGRADE CONTRACTS - 1'2 MD. I

SOFTWARE FOR EDUCATION

CADKEY Professional (Upgrades for CADKEY and
Analysis, Advanced Modeler)
$ 350.00
CAD KEY 7 DOS & WI NDOWS
$ 250.00

EduCAD America Program - DataCAD & CADKEY
Call for Program Details/Costs
(Contact: Pete Mancini, Cadkey Education Dept.,
203·298·6420 or FAX 203·298·6590)
Call for Quote

CADKEY UPGRADES & TRADE-UPS
CADKEY 7 to CADKEY Professional 7

$1495.00
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Dr. Leonard Nasman is an educator with many years experience in engineering and CAD. He is the author of several
CADKEY and DataCAD textbooks and has just completed
CADKEY 107 - The Compkte CADKEY 7 Textbook. He has taken time to share his views on CAD and education. He was
interviewed by Pete Mancini, Educational P rograms Manager
atCadL:ey,Inc.

Q: When were you first introduced to CADKEY & DataCAD?
A Several years ago, Gary Bertoline and I were teaching in
the Engineering Graphics Department at Ohio State University. Gary; then a graduate teaching assistant working on his
Ph.D., is now a professor at Purdue University. At that time
he had done considerable consulting in CAD. and discovered
that CADKEY was very cost and time effective: software for
mechanical design. Gary and I saw a [ad: of good CAD
instnlctional material, so we collaborated on the first CADKEY video tapes, which were for version 1.4. Then a few
years later, I found myself teaching a service course for the
School of Arcrutecrure at Ohio State. Before I inherited this
course, it consisted mainly of an introduction to BASIC programming, data bases, and spreadsheets and was not very POP"'
ular with the srndents. I first added a little CADKEY, and
when it became available, DataCAD. After introducing DataCAD, I had to almost beat the srndents out of the lab with a
stick - even after the final exam was fin ished and the course
was over. DataCAD can become quite addictive.

Q : Why did you d ecide to write CADKEYand DataCAD
tenbooks?
A:. I had created Study guides to accompany the initial videotapes, but I soon realized it would be better if the srudy guide
could worl.: with or without the video t<lpes. So I switched to
writing the books first, and then creating the video tapes based
on the books' contents. 1 believe this results in a much better
learning tool. Like everyone, I have a finite amount of time to
spend learning new software, writing books, and making video
tapes. Because CADKEY and DataCAD are specialized for
either mechanical or architecrural design, they have less over-

head than programs that try to be everything for everyone.
They are also quicker to learn and easier to use.

Q: Do you have any new books planned for 1995?
A: A revision ofllltro to DataCAD is planned for 1995. It
includes information on using the new Frame-It macro and
Render Star, the most significant differences between release 5
and 6. As soon as CADKEY Windows is available, I will be
working on a CADKEY Wllldows book. A revision of BeginningCADKEYLightwill be released sometime in 1995. Barbara, my Administrative Assistant, has a strong interest in DataCAD and is working on a Kids Architecrural Drawing Workbook. We are also considering subject-specific materials, like
an interior design DataCAD workbook.

plan and pictorial
views.
With my CADKEY 7 Workbook, I
have srudents completing shaded exploded pictorial views of
pam they have created and complete
dimensioned detail
drawings, all in eight
easy lessons. There is no way, using traditional tools, I could
expect the same drawings from srudents in the same amount
of time.

Q : H ow else has CAD changed education?

Q: What is your opinion of CAD versus traditional drafting?
A:. My opinions on CAD versus traditional tools have been
warped by my background as a drafter. My first paying job was
as a draftsman at Bell Telephone Laboratories. Because I consider myself pretty good with a pencil, I have been a skeptic
about replacing traditional tools. But my opinions have gone
through several phases. In the early days, the CAD systems I
could afford were not capable of serious work. Later, I had to
admit that you could make changes to a drawing with CAD
faster than I could with a pencil, but I could still make original
drawings mster with traditional tools. Now with DataCAD 5
and CADKEY 6, I can produce original drawings with CAD
much mstet than with traditional tools. As a matter of mct,
there are dra~ings I can produce in a few minutes with CAD
that I would not have attempted with traditional tools because
of the excessive time required.
Another example; when I taught architecrural drafting at a
Colorado community college a number of years ~go, srudents
only did two or three perspective views near the end of the
two year program. There was not enough time to do more.
Now using DataCAD, I have srudents doing multiple perspective views within the first couple of hours with the software.
This opens new avenues to explore and improves 3D visualiwtion skills by quickly showing the relationship between the

A: In the early days of CAD, and even with some software
today, the user interface was so difficult that CAD was introduced as a new subject. Because of the time required to learn
CAD, fewer traditional topics could be covered. With the latest versions of CADKEY and DataCAD, the software simply
becomes an electronic pencil. The real course is architectural
or mechanical drawing and design, not CAD. Because the
software is very fast and powerful, more content can now be
covered using CAD than with traditional tools.
Q : Can schools today afford CAD?

A:. They can't afford not to because it's not that much more
expensive. Traditional drawing ~hardware~ is the furniture. A
professional-grade drafting t<lble cost about $2,500 with
another 5500 for a track drafting machine. Student-grade
tables COSt $500 and up. Traditional drawing ~software" is the
instrument set. Srudent instrument sets cost from 530, for a
couple of triangles, pencils, and basic compass and divide r, to
$ 100 for more complete kits. Even though computer ha rdware
requirements for CAD are increasing, costs are decreasing. A
professional entry level CAD computer system can be
obtained for under 52,000. DataCAD 6 and CADKEY 7 have
See ISSUES. Page 24 ¢
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·T tie ·Madline Design ,.
Handbook for CADKEY~·
Created by'MeChimlcal Designers, DRAFT-PAt< Productivity
.
Softwa re dra,matir:ally accelerates routine design and drafting '
. operations and reduces the burden associated with tight
deadlines a nd short design cycles. It~ like having a Machine
' Design Hand..book in your computer/
.
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View and redline notatio ns in CADKEY (.prt)
files and raster files without having to install
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CADKEY to run it. Users can copy and paste data to
other applications for more efficient communication

.
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A PC GRAPHICS PROFESSIONAL REFLECTS ON THE
3D GRAPHIC ACCELERATORS

PROGRESS AND FUTURE OF

Where is 3D Software and Hardware Going?
By J ake Richter

I

'm '. big proponent of getting 3D hardware and software OntO the PC desk.
This is one reason I helped stan a VESA
committee (the VAGI or VESA Adv:mce
Graphics Interface committee) to standardize
3 free 3D API which would foster acceptance
of 3D technology.
If more applications were 3D enabled a
demand for broad, affordable 3D hardware
support would be created. Conversely, widely
:;w3ilable, low coot 3D hardware justifies the
development of 3D enabled software. The
obvious problem is that this is a chicken and
egg situation - which one will happen first?
This has been an issue
for any 3D API on the
PC users
PC and the many
high-end 3D gra phics
need to be
boards and applications various vendors
educated as
have tried in the PC
market.
to what '3D'
Ironically, it looks
as if pure software will
really;s in
break thechickenlegg
cycle. Enter 3D rendering APIs - specifiterms of PCs,
cally those which provide decent perforand be
mance without using
hardwareacceler:u:ion.
shown the
These include Intel's
3DR, Criterion's Renbenefits
de rWare, RenderMorphics,Microsoft's
PC 3D, ,., as
'WinlG and Argonaut,
as well as the proprisolutions!
etarymechanismused
by that gruesome but
insanely popular 3D
environments
game by id Software,
DOOM. All of these
that stand up
focus their performance around the syson their own.
tem CPU and not on

0'

_ Jake Richter

graphics hardware.
When I spoke
with Mike King of
Criterion, he explained diat RenderWare
basically renders to a local PC memory resident buffer, which then gets copied to the
display on a frnme by frame basis. If the
graphics hardware has extra goodies, RenderWare apparently doesn't take advantage of
them. An exception occurs if a low-level 3D
library (such as that offered by Matrox for its
MGA boards) is available. RenderWare can
use that hardware functio nality, but potentially sacrifices some of the performance it gains
from its internal routines which cut corners
'Iround mathema ti cal accuracy in favor of
visual presentntion and performance. DOOM
works ill fundamentally the same way (but
with no hardware acceler:ttion support at all),
basically rendering to a PC-based memory
buffer.
In an anempt to move game developers
from DOS to the Wmdows environment,
A1icrosoft followed this approach and
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designed the 'WinlG inter face to provide fundamental memory to screen blitting capabilities for 'Windows applications. In 1994 at
COMDEX, DOOM was seen running under
'Win/G. Argonaut and RenderWare libraries
also support 'Win/G.
The visual perfonnance of these softwareonly renderers lea\'es one wondering why 3D
hardware is even necessary. Then you see
J urassic Park, T 2, or some other 3D graphics
animation feature , or play with the newest
Virmal Reality g-ames, and realize software
may be fine for some things, but powerful
graphics hardware is required for real
improvements in display perfonnance. On the
PC this will happen and, I argue, must happen as part of the nonnal evolutionary process in PC technology. H owever, low-cost 3D
software based on software rendering needs
to happen first to provide for future extensions which deal with hardware acceleration.
3D Pertonnance
AJI this tnlk of visual 3D perfonnance poses the question o f how one measures such
perfonnance, and once measured, what does
it actually mean ?
Over the last year, I've had over a half
doze n aspiring vendors of 3D graphics hardware quote some large numbers, such as "this
chip will do 250,000 gouraud shaded triangles
per second", (frequently the number is
repeated twice. apparently to help me understnnd that this is a really good thing). I'm sure
that a sophisticated graphics workstation use r,
who probably also deals wi th multi-tasking,
multi-threaded operating systems and has a
$50,000 per seat purchasing budget for computer equipment. has a r easonable sense of
what this all really means.
But, unti l recently, such numbers had no
real meaning for me, and I'm ashamed to say
that even now my pulse doesn't quicken when
being quoted big triangle numbers, although
I am better at visualiring what they represent.
Considering that I've been involved in personal computer graphics (including pre-IBM
PC systems) for about 15 years and still can't
comfortably correlate the niangles/second
rating to reality, how do you think the average PC user is going to feel when he gets
these large unrelatable numbers whipped at
him? Especially as the 3D PC hardware wars
heat up.
Consider this a strong suggestion to create
:I 3D perfonnance measurement that relates
to the experience of the average PC user who
will be tnrgeted as the purchaser of the new
generation of3D PC hardware. For instance.
the DOOMMark could measure how many
frames per second of DOOM play you get at
a given resolution, on a given system.
Another aspect of the whole triangles/second measurement is that while the graphics
hardware can support such amazing drawing
r:ttes, frequently tlle systems these graphic
devices are located in can issue dr:twing
requests for only a small number of triangles
per second. I've heard that a 60 MHz Pentium system can only generate between 5050K 20 triangles per second based 011 the
assumption that the CPU has to perfonn the

transfonnation on the original 3D triangles to
generate a 20 viewed triangle. T he exact
numbers aside, bandwidth issues are very real
limiting fuctors, even with today's Pentium
systems and local bus adapters.
One other 3D perfonnance issue I think
needs to be addressed is that of expectati ons.
There are known limitntions inherent in Pes
and graphics hardware. I, therefore, can state
with confidence (at least for the time being)
that a sub-$50oo system combination will not
be able to produce the same real-time graphics perfonnance a high-end SGI system can.
H owever, if the typical PC user uses clips
from CNN, scenes from J urassic Park or
Lawnmower Ma n, and the capabilities of his
or her Super Nintendo as a reference point,
his PC 3D will look rather d isappointing.
Heck, DOOM, a software-only 3D program,
looks better and responds fuster than much of
what I've seen so far on the expensive PC 3D
graphics boards.
PC users need to be educated as to what
"3D" really is in tenns of PCs, and be shown
the benefits of PC 3D, not as a comparison to
unrealistic portrayals in the media and elsewhere, but as solutions/environments that
stand up on th eir own.
The W o rkstation Mentality
Many of the misconceptions about P C 3D
graphic hardware can be attributed to what I
call "The Workstation Mentnlity". This tenn
stems from the fact that many new entries in
the 3D hardware market are from companies
th at have no experience in the PC market,
but lots in th e more expensive workstation
market. Typical symptoms of this mentnlity
include:
Thinking tha[ because their hardware is
3D, PC people will automatically buy it.
Pricing their product(s) with board level
implementntions in the $1500 to $4000
range because that's "competitive" in
the work-station market. In the PC market, the range for high-end graphics
boards is $600-$ 1000.
Assuming that the PC market is full of 3D
applications that can immediately take
advantage of the ir hardware.
Figuring that Wmdows NT will be the
platfonn of choice for anyone wanting 3D
technology. In reality, the largest volumes
will probably be under a combination of
'Windows 3.1, DOS and 'Windows 95,
assuming that 3D APls, which really do
tnke advantage of accelerated 3D hard
ware, Start shipping on these platfonns.
Mind you, 'Windows NT (Daytona's
OpenGL, actually) is probably the best 3D
platform right now on the PC, but I still
haven't seen many OpenGL applications
announced for NT.
Assuming that all monitors in the PC
market are created equal, since thar's the
case in the workstntiOIl market.
Believing that on-board (if not on-chip)
VGA compatibility is not required. This is
a major fallacy. All PC graphics boards
should have VGA compatibility, hut it
should he "disable-able" for devices with a
dual screen configuration. VGA compatibility
should be
on-hoard
aron-chip
because
. Inc. also many
and modeling power
seJV1ces. Turnkey Solutions for all users (the
applications. For more informa- most liketion please call 619-459-9027. Iyearly
adopten;
HlghRES, Inc .
of 3D
1235 Roslyn Lane
technoloLa Jolla, CA 92037
gy) are
likely to
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have fully loaded
systems and will
devote two sims
to graphics
boards.
H uman Interfacing
with 3D
The other side of
the problem is the
PC users themselves.
M05t do not understnnd what 3D means
in a computer conte.l:t. Several differen t
things contribute to
this confusion .
Displnys. These are all
20 wh ich makes it
tough to see the back
of the object without
doi ng some "con tortionistic" manipulatio ns on your input
device.
lnpm Droim. Most
PC users only have
mice or keyboards.
Some might have
30/60 input devices.
but with theexception of the Logitech
Cybennan ($80 or
so), all the rest are
bloody expensive.

Dtlrchildbood. While

... lf the

ryplCllI PC

user uses
clips from
CNN. scenes
from Jurassic
Parle or

Lawnmower
Man, and the

capabilities
of his or

her Super
Nintendo as a
reference
point, his PC
3D will

look ..ther

many of us got to
play with blocks, tindisappointing.
ker tOys and other
"3 D " toys in our ear- Jake Richrer
lyyears, society has
forced us to think
and deal more in 20, even to the point of
taking the 3D world around us and applying
it in 20. We even applaud such efforts and
apply labels like "Realism" to them. Sigh!
All in all, we need to make people 30aware by making them deal wi th the worl d as
a 3D en tity. People need to be able to think.
in 3D and manipulate in 3D in order for 3D
to become completely natural on the desktop.
Obviously, that 's not going to happen tomorrow, especially to people who are beyond
their childhood yeaTS and thus ha\'e a more
difficult time (re)leaming basics. What we can
al! do, however, is try to come up with a
portable standard 3D inter face paradigm that
will make using 3D applications, and therefore 3D hardware acceleration, much more
inruitive.
For 3D hardware to truly become the premiere PC product category of 1995 (or 1996
if you're a pessimist) there must be 3D graphics software which can be dynamically adapted to suppon 3D hardware acceleration by
JUSt replacing DLLs, runtime libraries, etc.
The new breed of smart, software-only renderers must evolve to support such hlTdware.
Alterna tely, something like VAGI needs to get
to market, andlor Intel and Microsoft need to
be encouraged to further e.xpand their 3DR
and 3D DDI interfaces across multiple operating systems, as well as include greater support for more advanced graphics funcrianalit}" Finally, sollie sort of standardization for
input devices for 3D applications and software is needed whelp further pTOmOte the
growth. of 3D software acceptance.
Jnke Richter is Presidmt of Pnnacen, illC. , n lend-

ing droeloper nnd provider of crl1lmmnnl 11IId
DEN! display drivers in the PC 7IInrket. Jnke cnn
be re(/ched at "jnkr@pnnnfM.rom",FAX60J4J4-2461 or PH 60JI437-5022 x520. This
nrticle originnlly appeared in Jim Peddie Association sindl/Sfry 1II!uJSletter, "PC Gmphirs RejXJrl~
in 1994.

HOMES

from Page 1

When folks saw
the handcrafting,
hewing, dovetail
notches and workmanship, word got

around. T he response
was unreal! Before
our house was fin-

ished, we had orders
for other log homes,
and the rest is history."
Now 20+ people
3re employed building approximately 50
homes a year. A large
building and y:lrd in
Pennington Gap, VA
houses offices and
space for working on
and storing logs. After
hand hewing, logs are stacked on sticks to dry for at least four
months before going [0 the cutting stage. This is a safeguard
against shrinkage and settling in the construction.
From Reed and]udy's first home modeled on the
Ambrose's cenrury-old dwelling, Old Virginia has created over
20 stlmdard plans, illustrated in their 25-page color brochure.
H owever, customer ideas or plans are approximately 90% of
their sales. They have also created custom designs for country

stores, blacksmith shops, summer camp buildings, church
retrean>, community buildings, Appalachian Trail shelters, and
a museum.
They have also created new methods of log house construction to help solve some of the problems inherent in such
structures. In the "good old days" log structures tended to
have leaky and unattractive comers and develop cracks
between the logs (a source of mega-drafts and a continual

Free Cadkey
VieVier
NoVi Included

maintenance problem). The newer ~Wt!liams" system fearures
logs planed on the tip and bottom for seamless fit and optionally grooved for chinking or a V-groove. The "Huff" system
uses logs milled to 8" x 8" and planed on four sides.
Dave Ramey has been the chief draftsman at Old Virginia
since the mid 80's. He has used Dat:lCAD since version 4 and
appreciates CAD's power when it comes to all the custom
work done at Old Virginia. H e estimates that it at least doubles his productivity. H e jokes that this increased capacity
is a double-edge sword. People know he has CAD and
seem to want and expect a lot more changes these days. It's
easy, right?
When Dave st:lrted with Dat:lCAD, his previous
CAD experience enabled him to be really productive in
less than a month. Now he has built his own library of
symbols related to log house construction. The only thing
he draws manually these days is the log cutting sheets used
in the yard. If he can find time to write a macro for this
phase, he will evenrually automate this as well.
In these days of impersonal glass, concrete, steel and
plastic stroctures that often all look alike, the story of O ld
Virginia and their homes are like a refreshing breeze. They
provide a balance to the "glitzy" modernities which bombard us at every rum and a needed link to the past.

Old Vtrginia Hand Hewn Log Homes CIl1l be reached lit
7031546-5647.

The easiest to use document management software

for all types of engineering drawings and documents now
includes a PRT Cadkey viewer at no additional cost.
Now Purchasing, Production or any other department
who needs it can view up-to-date and accurate Cad key flies
(as well as 74 other formats)
at their workstations without the application software.

Still Just $99.
Cadkey engineers everywhere are choosing
Kruse Control because it has an the functions
they need and it, easy to get ,tarted. Here',
what they are saying:
NThis real/y works, right away, and it's simple to
understand. N(Open-architecture WindoM" software)
"It was easy to learn and took almost no time to
Implement. N (Free step-by-step guide shows you

how to get started in just two weeks with no loss
in productivity.)

"VIews all my files. (75 different formats)

Log home design, rea r view

ATTENTION READERS!
The following publishing
schedule is in effect for the
first 10 issues of
KEVSOLUTIONS Journal.
We will not publish an issue in
Mayor November of 1995.

N

"I can now attach letters and spreadshuts to my
drawings, too." (Kruse Control is a total document

management system that can grow with you.)
"Simple to uul" (Kruse Control was designed by

engineers who wor\( with drawings every day, not
programmers.)
"You should charge twice as much -It's worth /tI"
(At $99, this IS one of the greatest values in
CAD-re!ated software.)

Call naw for a copy of Krus~ Control or for your n~anst Krus~ Control dealer.
VISA.

AMERICAN

EXPR ESS

800-272-5659
8KEV$OlUTJON S .

.

MASTERCARD ACCEPTED.

FAX 610-269-1004
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Creating slDart lDacros
By Craig Storms, Usman Rashid, and Kurt Chase

R 1.000

This nrtide first appeared in the May 1994 isme. Dut to
reqlluts and intffest, it reappears [Iff the 111(l1ry, 11I0ny nnv nadfn
who did not see it. It's hot stuff!
Macros are

~rremely

useful for speeding up and organiz-

ing repetitive keystrokes. Macros are simply memori zed keystrokes and cursor pick positions. Or are they? Can they be
more? It's true that macros are usually "hard coded" commands. They do exactly whH the person who recorded them
intended, menu by menu, cursor pick by cursor pick. - most
of the time. This is useful because it lets vou customize "hot
key" l:'Ommands by binding macros to keYs. or sirni!llrly, to
customize tablets by binding macros to tablet positions. These
~do- exal1:ly-as-you-are-told" macros are very popular. There
is nothing like saving steps in highly repe ti tive work!
But malTOS can do more. Macros can be recorded in a
manner that makes them "smart." He re are two CADKEY
features that make it possible for you to create smart macros:
I) Macros can access the Calculator and with it User
Defined Variables.
2) Macros canJ1I71Ip to new macros based on a logical
opemtion.
This means you can use flJr1nll/rlS in you r calculations and
your macros will adjust according to the values stored in your
l'IIrir//!/..s. This is the one big step that takes macros imo the
realm of programm ing, making them "smart." Also, you can
add lo/!,irnl fJ/'O.'l,rn1ll brnllcbinf{ based on a conditioll (the familiar
ifrlsr found in many progrnmming languages). These features
:lllo\\' macros to perform more like programs rather than simple memori1.ed step:;.
In the example whieh follows, center lines are created to
match rht· size and position Of:l selected circle. That is, the
m:llTO cre:ltes lines along the X and Y (I irt:ctions properly
placetl so that they extend slightly lx'Yond the edge of the circk. The (lashed centerlines occur in different h){:ations and
with different lengths depending on the location and size of
the circle selected, a~ ~hown in Figure l. The dimensions have
heen added for reference and are not part uf the macro execution.
The str.ltegy behind reeording this macro includes the use
of CON'r ROL, VERIFY to disp!3y the x,y,z posititm (}f the dreI( wlferp(}illt, along with the r(ltlills (}f tbe circle. This is an
important trick in storing dMn in system \f"Jrinbles. Once the
values nrc displayed on the CADKEY prompt line, the Calcui:1tor ~llows you to grab these values using the system variables
@l . @Z, @3, etc. and assign them to your own variables for
!3ter :K'Cess. The tin;t numerical value dispbyed on the prompt
<.~Itl be :ll'cesseu using@l , the second using@2 , and so forth.
This is one important trick to making a macro "smart." Each
time 11 drcle is sclect~·d the unique position and rndius of the
current circle will dispb y on the prompt line and be stored
into rhe user <Iefined variables x, y, Z. and rn<l. The basic stcps
to rC('oT<ling this macro are;
I) Pn:ss ESCAPE severnl times to assure you start at the
main CADKEY menu.
2) Set the line type to dashed using ALI'-T.
3) Use CONTROL, VERIFY to obtain the x, y, z, lind rad
values. ALT~M allows masking on arcs/circles to prevent
users from selecting lines or other invalid entity types. This
macro is intended to work only on circles.
4) ESCAPE to the main menu and choose CREATE, LINE,

ENDPTS.
5) Use KEY~IN to indicate the x,r,z end j}Oint positions for
each of the two lines. A simple formu!3 mlds (o r subtracts)

I

ED-

.EO.':
...

" .500

~

Figure 1
1.2*r.ld from the center position to place the end points
slightly outside the circle.
Note: Tbe exad rep,'(smtation (}f crot"' lines is diflllcd by Draft-

ing Standards, and 1ninor 'modificatiOn! to tbis macro may be nuded
t() propel'ly CIIS1(}miz( it to y(}/lr sptcific nuds. FUT example, you 11Iny
ch(}(}Se to include n (()TI1binati(}1I of s(}lid and dashed lines tf) properly
define your enlter lines. The example shown here is intentionally
si1llple to clem'ly illustmte gmffai tecbniqtlfs. Once JIlII sucmsf1llly
((Imp/ru the e.rample shown bere, modifications are easy UJ imp/etllellt. The genernl approach to crt~ating the 'macro remains
IlIIcballgrd.
The example uses macro PA USE l'Omm:mds (CTRL~K)
and custom prompts (CTRL~O) which can be combined with
pa\lSeS to overwrite the standard CADKEY prompts. Note
that in a macro recording ~es~ion the PA USE must occur prior
to using CTRL-O to create a custom prompt. The following
text describes the specific details of the macro program centerin. The macro was created by recording a macro (CTRL~
and using the TEXT~Our option. The macro itself did
not require any text editing to perfonn correctly. The text is
shown for clarity, and also allows you to copy the progrnm and
recreate it inside CADKEY by U5ing the TEXT~IN option.
Be sure to namc the file with 3 .txt extension and text-in to n
current librnry before trying to execute the macro. Do Jlot ropy
the cmmnellts 011 th e rigbt side (marked with *), they arc included
only for reference and are not part of the C.,ADKEY macro
output. Place the file in the MAC directory and, with a macro
librnry loaded, ttxt-ill the file and a macro named CENTERLN will appear in your library. Cl/uti(}n: this will overwrite any macro tbat e:dsu with the same name! Execute
CENTERLN using CTRL~E or the LISTIEXE macro
option.
Centerln.o::t:
CENTERLN
" N~me of macro
ROOT
" ESCAPE (to main menu)
ROOT
" ESCAPE
ROOT
"ESCAPE
LSTYLE
* ALT-T Chnnge Lirle ~vpe
MACDBL_RC (-3, 1.000000, O.()(){)()()(), 1)
"Cursor Pick DASHED Line Type
MEl\'U7
• F7 CONTROL
MENUI
• FI VERIFY
MENUZ
• F2 CooRDS
EMASK
' ALT-M Masking Dialog Box
MACJ)RL_RC (-3, 6.000000, 3.625000, 24)
" Cursor Pick ARCS/CIRCLES

n

MAC~E1?EAT(55)

MAC3HORT(-7)

EASY.
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ACCEPT
• Press ENTER
PMPTJt1ACRO
• User Defined Macro Prompt (CfRL-O)
Select Circle To Construct Center Lines'
"Text for custom prompt
PAUSE_.;\1ACRO
" Pause to allow User Selection (CfRL-K)
CALC
• TAB or CfRL-I Calculator
x=@1
• Create variable x, store fin;tvalue
ACCEPT
'ENTER
• ENTER
ACCEPT
y=@2
• Create variable y, stor:e second value
ACCEPT
' ENTER
• ENTER
ACCEPT
~@J
• Create variable z. store third value
ACCEPT
"ENTER
ACCEPT
'ENTER
, ESCAPE from Calculator
ROOT
"ENTER
ACCEPT
ACCEPT
• E:N"TER now prompt sho\>''S radius
'TAB or CTRL-I Calculator
CALC
rado;@3
"Cre-atevariable rad, store third value
ACCEPT
'ENTER
* ESCAPE from Calculator
ROOT
ROOT
• ESCAPE to main menu
MENUl
• Fl CREATE
MENUI
'FI LINE
I\1ENUI
'FI ENDPTS
"F9 KEY-IN
MENU9
x+1.2~rad
" 1st pt: Center x plus 1.2 times rad ius
ACCEPT
• ENTER
'Centery
y
" ENfER
ACCEPT
• Centerz
•
ENTER
ACCEPT
" 2nd pt: Center x minus 1.2 times radius
x-J.2·rad
"ENfER
ACCEPT
"Centery
y
"ENfER
ACCEPT
"Centerz
• ENTER
ACCEPT
" 2nd line 1st ]>t: Center x
• ENTER
ACCEPT
vt!.2"rad
• Center y plus 1.2 times radius
"ENTER
ACCEPT
'Center z
"ENTER
ACCEPT
• 2nd line 2nd pC: Center x
• ENTER
ACCEPT
'CenTer),minus 1.2 times radius
y-U"r.ld
'ENTER
ACCEYT
" Center z
"ENTER
ACCEPT
• ESCAPE to main menu
ROOT
• CTRL-E (duri ng recording)
IF I
• Condition 1 (true) jump to same macro
JUMP CTh'TERLN

,

,
,

,

Note the use of a jump condition at the end of this macro.
During the recording process, invoking the immediate mode
command CTRL-E (execute macro) tells the system you wa nt
to jump to a new macro. In this example the jump condition
entered is simply I (tme). If you are familia r with programming you will recognize the if (condition) statement. In this
Dlse entering I makes the statement permanently true, meaning the macro progrnm will always execute the same way - by
jumping to itself. That is, when completed it calls itself again
and {.'Qntinues to loop like this unril the user presses

ESCAPE.
The jump condition can be specified with variables and a
condition that can lead to branching. Branching is not illustrated in the centedn macro, and will be treated in greater
detail in a later article. Jumping alw~ys tenninates the current
macro. That is, pressing CTRL-E during macro record ing
forces the current macro recording to end with a condition
thatjfltltps to another macro.
Note: A briefexample (}f program brancbing migbt be a macro
whkh I/Sts:
IF (rad>O.05)
JUMP J\olACROI

ELSE
JUMPMACR02
By U5ing variables assigned using the Calculator in crearing
macros, your possibilities for customization are much more
sophisticated. Variables make your macros "smarter," able to
repeat basic commands without repeating hard-coded values.
Use this techniq ue anytime you see an opportunity to repeat
tasks in a manner which adjust~ for the size of existing geometry.

~A'DKE~r'~~ }:~'~

CADKEY Training in the u.s. and Canada

,

Here's a list of resources for CADKEY Training in the U.S. and Canada. You may
contact any of the people to inquire about specific locations, dates and pricing
information. This symbol· signifies Cadkey Authorized Support Centers.

ALAlIAMA
University of Alabama-Gadsden

Ted Br.dthllw-205/S41·5182

AIIKMW

Arkansu State University· Jonesboro
Clwl.. ColMnln • 5011972-2088

l:ALIE!lIII<IA
BtltteColiege-Orovilie
Mike Woods· 916/895-2388
CAD GrllphicsIFresno City Coil. - Fresno
Mark Amflt/ftich.rd Fossl

209/323-4688
Campbell & Company - San Diego

Broome Community College -Binghamton
Karin Madsen/Glry Ostrander
607/771-5012 or 607/778-5336
CADIMENSIDNS, Inc. - East Syracuse
PltIDlLaurl·31SI434-9787
CoiL of Staten Island (SUNY)· Staten Is land
John Antonopoulo. - 7181390-1521
Rochester Inst. of Tech. · Rochastar
Bob Htfnar-716/475-2205
SAGG Computers - Plain ... iew
ArkadyKllyOlr-516/938-6422
Transtechnology Sys.& S... cs.. Glen Head
C,algStucko·S161671·9000

Bill campbell· 6'917~

NORTH CAROUNA

Consulting Services Int'I.-Van Nuys

RockinghamComm.College-Wentworth
JimPutnam-919/342-2759

Bob M.IMITI... • 818/994-8881
Geri Enginaering, Inc.· Foster City
Don Geri · 41S/518-8500

Mlven Micro Systems -San Jose
SteveKlplln-408/269-0555
Ukiah High School -Ukiah

Jim Howlm·707/463-52S3IX1.284

tllI.llf!Allll

MeAD Design, Inc. · Lakewood
John Princlpi • 303/969·8U4
~

CiMTECH . Branford
Stlve Kidd· 203/488·3032
Cuning EdgeTechnoiogias-Windsor
RonSheps·203/298-8888
DATAMAT -Norwalk
Matt Rubin· 203/855·8102
Quality Technical Services-East Hartford
JoeNlpolitano-203/951-5805
University of Hartford-West Hartford
DonOIBonH·203/243-4763

ELOBIIIA

Indian River Comm. CoUege-Fort Pierce
8ill Slgurdlon· 407/462-4700
IQAliO

RicksColiege-Aexburg
MltvinEtlunan·208/356-1874

ILlJMlIli
CAD Professionals - Arlington Heights
PauIBlrgltz-708/640·1853
• Computer Aided Tech .. Inc. -Northbrook
Bob IConc:zeI/Bob Aoberman - 708/498-9600
Hagarman & Company, Inc . • Mt. Zion
Dlnnil Haglrman - 217/864-2326

-

Hagerman & Company. Inc.-Indianapolis
Skip Nunweillr-317/25J-1415
CAD/CAM Engineering • Indianapolis
JanyIlSti_alt-317/633-1810

MAIIYJ.AM>

AECSolutions- Baltimore
Vitoleanza·410/823-5007
MASSACHLJSEUS
Compl.lterAidedProducts-Marblehead
Ann Michaud· 617/631·9662
SpringfieldTech,Comm. Coil. -Springfield
BiUWhltl-413!781-7822

MJ<:IiIJlAN
CAE Systems. Inc, - Kentwood
BobSlyh
• CIM Solutions-Canton
80bJutrzablki-313!981-7470
Grand Rapids Comm. Coli. - Grand Rapids
DavIOye-616/771-3658
Diana Ellis-Muskigon 6161788-2755 (Homa)
6161247-53591Workl

NO.8IILIlAKQIA

North Dakota Stete Uni .... ·Fergo
GregOtyGlssll-701/237-8303

OHIO
CAD ONE, Inc. - Dayton
JaffOpel·513/293-3381
Cuyahoga Comm. College-Cle... eland
C,aigGlil-216/987-3051
• Progressive Computing - Mentor
MarkOrzln-216/255-0460
Struc. Analysis Engr. Corp.· Cincinnati
Riwrd5chwllt-S13/793-4959

-
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PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS
ACToOLS - FOR ENHANCED EDITING AND DETAILING
By Calvin Miller
I've been in CAD/CAM for over 14 years
and have never found any CAD software that
has everything and fills every need. That's
why third-party software exists. ACToois is
one of those "must have" programs that can
make you comfortable and very producti...c in
CADKEY. ACfools, a set of over 40 CADL
utility programs and macros, supplements the
basic CADKEY tool set and runs under
CADKEY. Each tool can be independently
"bound" to a key or tablet, placed in the
CADKEY menus, selected from a "pop-up"
list, or added to an icon panel. The tools do
not replace CADKEY's functions, but
enhance them_
I can't describe aU of the things ACToois
does, but I have included what I see as some
of the most beneficial progt?ffiS of the set_
The first is the ACIDIM utility. The generic
dimensions used by this program are different
from regular dimensions in the following

ways: up to nine line segments can be used
which makes multiple leaders and broken witness lines possible; they are selectable on any
of their elements; and CADKEY's
detail/change and update affects the generic
text Siring only, not the wimess, leader and
arrow segments. A few of ACTDIM's other
options include: text alignment, justification,
attribute and placement options, arrow preci~
sion and tolerancing options, and leader, linear, parallel, offset and isometric dimension
construction plane enhancement.
ACfools ' Balloon Labels u tility program
provides five different balloon types (circle,
triangle, hexagon, square, and target) with
four leader tip styles (arrow, bullet, slash and
point). You can use the curre nt CADKEY
attributes for dimensions with the balloons,
or modify the CAnKEY dimension and text
attributes specifically for the balloons. You
can make the baltoon the size you want by
making the text height a function of the bal-

See ACTOOLS. Page 23
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Oklahoma State Uni ... ersity-Sti!lwater
G,raIdMtClain-4051744-5714

ProFab

Mount Hood Comm. College - Gresham
Michael OUITIr/Troy Donaldson 503/661-7295
Clackamas Comm. College - Wilson ... ille
Ron Hllbig-5031657-69S8lxt. 4611
PortlandComm.Coliege-Portland
ThomISMKfHdy-503/244-S111
Rogue Community College· Grants Pass
Del Harris-5Q3!479-5541

Amom~~oHU~~~---

~

Butler County Comm. ColI.-Butler
Mikl Aikans · 412/287.fl711 Ixt. 311
Micro Control. Inc.-Yardley
MarionHoman·215/321·7474
Prism Enginearing. Inc.-Horsham
JlcqullinITarka-21S/674-9696
Penn. State Univ.-Erie
OavlFot$lTlln-8141898-6469
WilkesUni ...ersity-Wilkes-Barre
CliffMirman-717/824-4657

CAD/CAM Syahlm
More Productivity, letter
Qualityrand HiS .... Profi..

IF::::;==

Easy 10 I,or., easy~O'1IS'

o quKk
Imparls CAD.Qeo.lIIIlry fMc
dHfiOb 01 ports
o PaHern layout"& nesting
o Aulomotit selection of lools
o (ompJete optimization
Excellent softwore support
o Responsive I~cuslomer needs

IDlIl<>SfE
Precision Concepts. Inc.-Nashville
DougDlbbs·61S/833·7060
Southern College-Collegedale
John Durichlll.-615/238-2962

=>

W<AS
• MLC CAD Systems· Austin. Dallas. Houston
Mithael and Barbara LH$Jey-512/288-9126

WASIIlI<llIOl<

e. .erettCommunityColiege-Everett
DiannIShermln-206/388-9554
TECH·NET,lnc.-Seattle
JoeBrouwer-206/623-1403

lI'ISOllIl>JllI
Mattson Technologies-Waukesha
Patrick5chultz-4141544-6300
Milwaukee School of Engr. - Milwaukee
Marvin Bollman-414/277-7357
North East WI Technologies ·Manitowoc
JohnSalzman-414/684-6565

MI/iliES2IA
AOBCorporation-Eden Prairie
Judd Roby · 6121829-9060
Albert Lea Tech. College-Albert Lea
Larry GilderhUI-507/373-0656
Anoka-Ramsey Comm. Coil. - Coon Rapids
Tom Loftul-612!4Z2·3482
Northeast MetroTech_Coll.-White Bear Lake
JaffrlyJahnkl-612/77G-2351
Quar'lnon CAD Systems - Minnetor'll:a
LynnKletschar-612/935-3367
St. Paul Teennical College-St. Paul
MichIIIHaffnlrIRobertN,lsonS121Z21·1307

M1SSllliI!I
Hegerman & Company - St. lOl.lis
SlndyHlgarman·314/993·8083
Mid.Tec Corporation-St. Louis
DlnnisO·Rourkl·314/842-7552
Univ. of Missouri-Rolla
Tarry F.l,hnhoff·314/341-4632
CompucareBl.lsinessSvcs.·Peterborough
-~

LlOIIyHam.on-603/924-7664
Tech EdConcepts·Concord
DidtAlrnlroSl-603/Z25-7766
~

CADD Value Corp. - Fairfield
PauIZIffiIll-201/575-4321
CIMQUEST, Inc. - Piscataway
KirkR.lds-908/699-0400
Gloucester County College - Sewell
StlvIRosbIrt·609/468-5000lxt.308
NfW1Q8K
American Training Center-Forest Hills
ArkIdy ICllyner - 718/544-8100

CANADA
NEW BRUNSWICK

New Brunswick Comm. Call. - Moncton
John Hanuslak·506/856-2836
Univ. of New BfUnswick-Fredericton
OavIBonham·506!453-4513
NllllA.StQllA
J .l.llsley HighSchool-Halifa)(
Prnton Allen· 9021421-6650
QNIAI!Il!
Algonquin College -Ottawa
OlnialIIParent/BlvH.rrison
613/594-3888,eKt.5904
CADWIRE • Markham
BiltStovald-416!475-6545
In·HouseSolutions ·Cambridge
Ed HouSl-519/658-1471
KlearConcept Data - Peterborough
John Punshon-705/742-3354
MSR Inc.· Manotick
AliI:lBunt-613/821-3632
Ryerson Polytechnic Universlly-C.A.T.E.Toronto
K. Doddridga· 416/979-5106

!MII<l:
APPUCAO-Montreal
WaIidHadId·514/336-5959
ENCS Training Centre - Brossard
Erie KOVKS-514/678-0165
HyperTec Systems Inc. -St. laurent
Magda MhKu - 514/745-4540
Kemeny Automation · St. Laurent
htar Barnett - 514/745-{1535

GrldMaster'"' Roll-Up Digitizing Mat
Desktop performance to go.
Just 1/32 in. thin. 1202 light. Accuracy,
+/- 0.010 in. Resolution. up t05,000 lpi.
Setf-diagnostics. Operates all graphics
software. 4 or 16 button cursor, or 2 button

.£1 ,. . ..

.,..-,.,..,.,...--=====~===1

stylus. 3 sizes.
1...

~

"~-,,- ~~-

~

•

:
:

,.

Looks 'amlllar. But It's different.
Tilt top ~ries tablet <'Ingle. Ch<'lnges field of vision .
Accuracy, +/- 0.010 in. Up to 5,000 Ipi resolutionindustry's highest. Compatible with ODICNNc;.£.
6 soft keys. 2 button stylus, and 4 button cursor or
16 button cursor. 2 sizes_

AccuGrlcfT'" Digitizing Tablet
Opaque. translucent. or backlighted models.

iiiiiiiiIiII==iI

Excellent fO( CAD professionals; optical1i9ht panels
ideal for GIS, mapping, and medical applications_
Accuraty, +/- 0.0 la in. 0( +/- 0_005 in. Resolrtion,
2.000 lpi. Opaque, 4 slles. TranSlucentlbC'lcklighted,
6 sizes each.

oNUMONICS
800-247-4517
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Working Model

Virtual prototyping and motion
simulation saves time, money
By Rich Werneth
What is Virtual Prototyping and who
needs it?
The typical development cycle of a
mechanical product involves up-front design,
typical!y on a CAD system such as CADKEY;
the manufacture of single or multiple prototypes; testing the prototype; and then refining
the initial design. Virtual prototyping, an
adjunct to this traditional process, can streamline the product development cycle hy integrating the prototyping phase more closely
into the CAD design phase. This methodology utilizes softwa re that greatly reduces and,
in some cases, even eliminates the need for
costly physical prototypes. In addition, upfront analysis allows for design optimization
and the associated reductions in Dlanufacturing costs. In a nutshell, these benefits make
every design that involves moving parts a
potential application for virrual prototyping.
W h at Can a PC Designer Do?
Until recently, virrual prototyping software
was only available in the workstation environment. Now Working Mod~l from Knowledge
Revolution (San Mateo, California) provides a
l)Owerful PC-based (or Macintosh) toolkit for
motion simulation, prototyping and anima-

tion. Created specificall y for engineers and
designers, Working Model integrates a powerful kinelnaticsldynamics engine with a stateof-the-art graphical user interface. This exciting new software tool can save time and 1110ney throughout the design process because
engineers can create and analyze mechanical
systems on a desktop computer before building costly prototypes.
Working Model can be used throughout the
design-to-production process. Initially, ir can
help pur together a "napkin sketch" of a product concept. In the design phase, its analysis
tools ensure the concept meets design criteria.
In the product testing phase, Working Modd
can eliminate the need for multiple prototypes and allow for design iterations to be
quiclcly evaluated and modeled. On the shop
floor, design and troubleshooting of production machinery can he accomplished.
Is Working Model easy to use?
Working Model was developed with both
the everyday and occasional user in mind.
The graphical interface is structured so that
even the infrequent user will not have to
relearn the functions of the software, yet is
flexible enough to accommodate the full-time
analyst. The usual arrangement in a company
typically involves several experiel1ced engi-
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neers who possess the
combined "knowledge
base" of company
designs. Working Model makes this design
experience available
to everyone involved
in the design process,
from freshman engineers to management.
Working Model Case
Study
Working Model has been
used for applications such as
automotive suspension systems, mail handling equi pment, mountain bicycles,
heavy construction equipment, and surgical equipment. A C\lrrent real-world
example of Workillg Modd in
action is Snorkel Economy
of St. Joseph, Missouri, a
manufaerurer of heavy construction equipment.
Snorkel is an OEM of selfpropelled :l.erial work platfonns or "cherry pickers".
Their main customers incl ude construction
companies, aerospace companie.~ and rental
equipment yards.
.
A Snorkel Economy machine is stabilized
solely on its tires; it doesn't have outriggers,
extensions or braces. In the initial design
process, one of the key specifications considered is the vehicle's balance in all possible
boom and machine configurntions. Recently,
engineer D~ve Engvall analyzed an articulated boom with 27 pin joints, including a telescopic extension with a basket on the end that
serves as the work platform. The boom had
three main lift cyli nders and two other cylinders for leveling the basket. Two aspects of
the design were crucial: the stability of the
entire vehicle, and the load on each of the 27
pin joints.
To test thc design's feasibility, CAD files
were imported into Wo"killg Modd via DXF
translators. Specific design parameters were
assigned, including component weights and
materials, forces acting on this basket at different extensions, and various grmmd
inclines. As a result, Engvall quiclcly aban-

doned unrealistic models and was able to narrow his design to one that would work in the
real world.
"1 placed my model in a known critical stability orientatiOJ1 and then added weight to
the counterweight until] made the situation
stable," said Engvall. In jllst a few seconds,
Working Model demonstrated at what point
the mobile lifter was stable. "I have great confidence in the results," confinned Engvall.
"And it'$ much more enjoyable to watch the
mllchine tip over in my mechanism model
than in tl1e real world. Using Worki"g Model
ha~ greatly streamlined the allculations necessary to match th e boom structure weight with
the counterweight."
Measuring the load stress or static force
balance on individual pin joints was the other
major application th~t Working Model helped
Engvall simulate. The software was used to
assign the proper weight to each component,
then put a pin joint at each location so the
componen ts could move, and then let the
simulation run. This determined the pin loads

See PROTOTYPING, Page 229

Software evangelists on every corner
By Jake Richter
It started a few years ago. Cert:ilin large
companies such as Apple and lvlicrosoft started blessing key employees with the spiritual
title of "Evangelist." It was the Evangelist's
mission to go forth and spread the gospel of
whatever product and/or philosophy the company wanted the masses to worship.
At first, it was a novelty. You'd get a business card, read the title ("SoftwJre Evangelist", etc.) and a beatific smile would form on
your face, expressing a sentiment similar to
that of your gr<lndlllotller about to pinch your
cheeks and tdl you how much you've: grown
since she's last seen you. In other words, it
was cute.
But, as time has shown with Barney the
Purple Dino5;lur, even cuteness has its limits
when it goes ballistic and is perpernally "in
your face.~ Nowadays, it seems like everyone
has an evangelical title of some sort. The
irony of the whole thing is that in the 80s,
evangelists (of the television kind) were perpetua!.ly paraded in front of us as examples of
the depravity of human nature. Do we really
want technology evangelists associated with
the likes of Jim and Tammy Faye Baker, Or1l1
Roberts, or Jimmy Swaggert?
•
What does the title of Evangelist really
mean in our industry? A quote from a recent
elevated M.icrosoft evangelist was, "Whenever
Microsoft designates a person to be an evangelist in a given technology, it means that
Microsoft intends to dominate that technology area in die near future." That's an uncommonly honest and blunt definition, but it does
say it all. However, with the blat:ilnt overuse
of the Ev-.mgelist title, it's not clear that all
companies who employ evangeli~ts have the

position as clearly defined as Microsoft. So, as
a means to allow companies with differing
philosophies to better categorize their
employees, we'd like to suggest the following
new generation of secular/semi-secular technology titles (imagine them preceded by
"Software," "Hardware," etc.):
Atheist - Doesn't believe in tcchnology at
all and c:mit understand why anyone does
believe. Workstations Evangelists tend to be
PC Atheists.
Believer - Someone converted by an
Evangelist or the like. Probably brainwashed
to thc point that they donit question anythin g
- they accept what they are told without
needing supporting facts.
Buddhist - Believes in all technologies,
and that with time and inner awareness all
technologies will ultimately become olle. One
could argue that Bill Gates could be deemed
part-Buddhist as h e believes that all technologies will ultimately become Microsoftis.
Communist - Feels that all technology
belon~ to a single entity, no matter who
actually developed it, and that the entity
should use such technology to benefit the
entity, which should benefit all those associated with the entity. Software pirates occasionally are part of this category.
Deity - This is the most Irnowledgeable
person, world-wide, in a given technology
field. No one else comes close to that person.
This should be an earned position, over many
years of effort, and not given lightly, Sometimes also referred to as God.
Democrat - Believes that no matter what
the technology is (although it tends to be
quite bulky and ill-defined), it should cost
more than it brings in, while being freely
available to any group of people who claim

that they need it, as long as they aren't rich.
Such technology should also be administered
by as many people as possible. Coincidentally,
the National Information Inf'rasCOlcture
seems to fit the type of technology a Democrat would promote.
Gad6y - Is excited about every new technology that comes along, but just for a brief
period of time (i.e. until th e next cool technology is presented). However, during the
brief period of excitement, they evangelize
with the best of the dedicated Evangelists.
Editors and writers for computer publications
are frequently Gadflies.
Hippie - Truly feels that all technology
should be freely available to all those who
want it, and everyone should be happy as a
result. Ever hear of the Free Software Foundation and GNU?
Libertarian - Doesn't care what technology anyone else believes in or promote~ a~ long
as it doesn't interfere with anyone else's way
of life. Libertarians are proud of the fact that
·they still u.~e DOS and don't buy the latest
upgrades.
Luddite - Fears all technology and wants
to see it destroyed. These people are either
locked up or lurking just around the corner.
Mercenary - "Will evangelize any technology for a reward, usually monetary. Could be
one technology one day, and a competing
technology the next. Mercenaries frequently
take the guise of indepeJ!dent PR & marketing professionals, although some employees
have been known to assume the role as well,
usually with disastrous results for the employer.
NIhilist - Wants to destroyalJ technology
for the sake of its destruction. May pair with
the Luddite for convenience's sake. Needless
to say, you don't want a Nihilist working for

you.
Preacher - An Evangelist whose technologies have time and time again become the
leading technologies in the market on their
own merit. There's also the False Prophet,
who has managed to evangelize leading technologies by coercion instead of merit, and
done so many times (see Terrorist).
Republican - Believes that while technology can be a good thing, it's best not to IU.'lh
things too much. Technologies should be
thoroughly analyzed to make sure that they
are safe to start using, and should be administered by lots of smaller dispanlte groups that
should be able to cOllllllunicate with one
another. COBOL is still widely used becau.o;e
of Republicans. Opposite of the Democrat.
Scrooge - Favorite line is "bah-humbug"
in response to a question about [he latest
technologies. Aho knOWJl as an un-Believer.
Opposite of the Gadfly.
Terrorist - An Evangelist that's gone over
the edge in trying to convert the faithful to
his or her technology. Uses market pressure,
coercion, threats, and unethical means to
force people to adopt his or her view. This
title may also be applied to marketing and
sales people, as the Terrorist does not need to
really have a technical background. Terrorists
may also be Mercenaries.
\Vorshipper - A Believer that is too fJr
gone to even consider questioning reality,
even as it changes around them. Fans of Gadflies are sometimes Worshippers.
JoJu Ricbter is tb~ Founder lind ITO of Pannun

Inc. , tbe Irtlding drodoper and pnwid(f' of commercia/ find OEM displny driverr in the PC mllTketo Joke mn be reached eiertronitnlly os
"jnke@ponoceo.com"AnicieCopyright(9 1995
by Panacen Inc. - All rights reserved.
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INSIDE SALES
ACCOUNT MANAGER
As a member of our inside
sales team, you'll help manage
a large existing account base
while closing new leads in conjunction with our outside sales
force. If you have talent, advertising experience for high-tech
hardware and software, and
the desire to excel, we'll supply
the training you need to succeed.

Product Development Forum Launched

Conceptual Product Dcvelopment, Inc. has hunched the Product
Development FOnlm (PDF), an inter:lctive membership for profe.~
sionals who want to exchange information on techniques and services that help bring products to market more quickly, Anyone
involved in product development - design, engineering, manufacturing, packaging, quality control, marketing, sales or corpor:lte management - are invited It) join.
Finding the right infonnation quickly and Keeping current on
new technologies are two of the most common impediments to
engineering productivity. The PDF enable.~ members to seek advice
and get answers to question such as "what is the most cost-effective
ulethod of prororyping this £}'PC of product", or "who provides CAD
solid modeling services in my area?" Members exchange knowledge
via an infonnacion request phone and fax service, electronic membership directory, and The PDF Report, a monthly publication
filled with member-contributed anicles, tips, and a classified adlbulletin hoard section.
Individual memberships cost $89 per year within the U.S. and
$125 per year outside the U.s. Corporate memberships are available
for $649 within the
and $750 outside the U.S. A complimentary issuc of The PDF Report can be obtained by contacting Vinual
Marketing at 203/347-5042 or FA." 800/395-3208. The Product
Development Forum is managed by Conceptual Product Development, 623 Eagle Rock Avenue, Suite 150, West Orunge, NJ 07052.

•

ViewSonic and Optiquest Join Forces

ViewSonic, one of the world lea{lers in the computer monitor
industry, and Optiquest, a major supplier of monitor and Ul)S products, have announced a strategic alliance. The twO companies will
unite their sales and marketing efforts to provide the market with a
diverse range of productS for all applications and budgets. Optiquest
monitors will becolne the value line of View Sonic and be referred to
as "Value Line Monitors by ViewSonic".

u.s.

SALES DEVELOPMENT
REPRESENTATIVES
We are seeking highly motivated, independent sales representatives to develop new
advertising clients.
Qualified candidates must be
aggressive and goal-oriented,
with excellent communication
ski lls. Fax or mail resume or
portfolio to:
KEVSOLUTIONS
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Panacea Inc. & Spacetec IMC Merge

SpaL-etec L\1C Corporution of Lowell, MA and Panacea, Inc. of
Londoneny, New Hampshire ha\'e complered a merger. Panacea, a
leade r in PC pcrfonnance graphics display technology, has hecOlne a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Spacctec L\IC, world leader in interactive motion control 3D hardware and snfrwarc. Panacea's founder
and mentor, Jake Richter, will remain President and Chief Technology Officer of Panacea.
Spacetec 1WC's products inciu{le Space Controller ® 30-1 Controller which works dircctly with CADKEY. The company is about
to launch a hand-held multi-functional advanced 3D-I games controller called Spaceball Avenger™, which provides breakthrough
interActive 3D control capabilities in popular PC 3D action games
such as DOOJvl, DOO,"l II, Rise of the Triad, Dark Forces,
Heretic, and Descent.

1'0. Box 11978
Spokane, WA 99211-1978
Fax (509) 928-4937
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industry, a contract has been awarded to DAR Corporation of
Lawrence, Kansas to develop a General Aviation CAD package that
will run on 486 IBM-compatible computers and be pricClI affordably.
The recently awardcd contract is a Phase TT Small Business Innovative Research colltract which will result in a CAD package to be
marketed to individual and small mannfacturers of G.A. airplanes,
students, and others interested in the design and analysis of airplanes. The program will include modules that will take the designer
from conceptuali7.ation through plan-drav..ings, including aerodymimic, night dynamic, and structural analys is.
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NASA Awards Contr&et for General Aviation Design System
As part of NASA:~ plan

to

revive the domestic Gener:ll Aviation

•

New CD·ROM Products Provide Business Information

'Ine Economist Intelligence Unit, global business infonnation
anu of the Economist Group, announced the introduction of new
CD-ROM based products that provide business intelligence on Key
countries and regional marKers. The new CD-ROM collection providl.'lI authoritative, long-tenn economic, political and business outlooks (both quantitative and qualitative analysis) for the Americas,
Asia-Pacific, Eastern and \Vestern Europe, the Middle East, and
Africa. EJU's "Country Forecast on Disk" service is updated every
other month and contains full text infonnatioD with statistical tables
from January 1993 to the present. The service is availahle in DOS
and WIndows versions. For funher iufonuation contact Lou Cdi
(New York office) 21215H-006O or Manhew BantocK (London)
01713793404.

•

UnIversal Schematic Technology for PCI Bus Solutions

CMD 'lechnology Inc. of Irvine, California has introduced its
Universal Circuit Board Schematic which enables CMD's line of
PCI to IDE controller chips to be interchanged in all pcr moth erboards with little or no modifications. The Universal Schematic
eliminated the need for redesigning motherboards and makes fumre
upgrades easy; simply rcmove the old chip and replace it with the

-

Descripti
Contacts

SOFTWARE
Evergreen Notes™ for Wmdows™
Now Windows users can attach a reminder
or reference note anywhere in their applications. Rather than having notes sruck to your
monitor, keyboard or CPU, Evergreen Notes
for Wmdows stores your nOtes and calls them
only when needed. The user can save voice,
sound, and text messages as additional information to docwnents without altering the
original document in any way. Notes can be
attached to any position on a document or
application. Notes are not restricted to short
sounds or text, but can include policies, budgets, personal help files, etc. Evergreen Notes
uses l20K, requires Wmdows 3.1+, and works
with all Windows--compatible sound cards.
Contna Evergrctfl Inter/llltiolllli Technology. bu.
at 604/986-6121 or FAX 604/980-7121.

speaker enclosure measures 7.5" x 3.5" x 8.5"
and is priced at $339.
Contllet Bose Corpqration
at 800/444-BOSE (1673).
MultiPad™ Graphics Tablet
The MultiPad 609) graphics tablet features a cordless pen, 2540 lines per inch resolution, 256 levels of pressure .sensitivity, 128
levels of tilt (+/- 60°) for drawing and painting applications, 205 points-per-second read
rate for fast pen-to-screen drawing, and
0.007" accuracy. The pen's switches can emulate all three mouse buttons to point and did::
in other applications. The tablet measures
about the size of a mouse pad, and weighs just
over one powld. The MultiPad will be available in five models for Windows, DOS, Macintosh. IRIX OS, Solaris, and HP-UX platfonns. Suggested list price is $249 for PC
models and $269 for Macintosh.

ilii~i;iii~iiiii

HiJaack Browser

Hqaak, Graphics Suite™ for Wmdows
Inset's HiJaak Graphics Suite version 3.0
for Windows features enhancements to
Hijaak Browser with better graphics organization and cataloging; IGORTM for converting
raster to vector graphics file fonnats with tolerance settings, undither, and speck removal;
support for CDR, EPS, WPG2, and RLC;
HiJaak Smuggler for smuggling graphics into
any application that supports pasting from the
clipboard; HiJaak ToucbUp which enhances
raster graphics with text, color, special effects,
etc.; and HlJaak Draw whicll has vector
graphics with drawing tools, object manipulation, and professional text editing. Registered
users ofHiJaak Pro 2.0 can receive an
upgrade for $49.99 plus shipping and handling. The purchase includes over 3000 pieces
of clip art and full color linages. Inset offers
an unconditional money back guarantee.
CIllltact Inset Systems, 11Ic. at 203fl40-2400
or FAX 203fl75-5634.
Myriad™ for Wmdows in Gennan
Infonnative Graphics Corporation and
PlanNet Gmbh (Europe) have collaborated to
develop a Gemlan version of Myriad for
Wmdows. Myriad for Windows lets users
view, redline, and plot over 100 vector, raster,
word processing, database, and spreadsheet
file formats. Myriad also has hybrid viewing,
point-to-point measure, hatch printing,
export to clipboard, and native CAD drawing
file viewing. DDElDLL and Microsoft Mail
support is included. A network plot spooler
enables printing to numerous devices.
CO/ltPCt 111formative Grtlpbics
at 602/971-6061 or FAX 602/971-1714.

HARDWARE
Bose MediaMate™ Speaker
The new Mediall.1ate computer speakers
by Bose offer dual source irrput, mixing capabilities, and are specially equalized for nearfield listening. Special proprietary circuitry
provides b'OOd bass tones at low listening levels and prevents audible distortion at high
volumes. These speakers take up less room
than most diskette storage boxes, and can be
mounted to the sides of the computer. Each

zoom views, color mappings, vector arrows
representing local velocities, pressure distributions along any cross-section, and animated
on- and off-body streamlines and wakes.
Aero-D runs on any IBM/PC and requires
386 orbettcr CPU, DOS and Windows 3.1,
at least 4MB of RAM, and a math--coprocessor. The complete package is priced at
$2,500, not including Cmarc source code.
Contlla Peter GfJTTison at 213/665-1397
or FAX 213/953-8378 or E-mllil
73113.216S®crmtpuseroe.com.

(USA),
Inc. Ilt 408fl47-0777.
ContlletHitnchi
Digitnl Graphics

SummaJet™ 2 Series Plotters
SU~1llnagTaphics Corporation has
begun volume shipments of its new
SummaJet 2 Series large-fonnat,
monochrome and color ink jet plotters. The four models of the SummaJet 2 Series feature refillable and
interchangeable print caruidges,
software upgradability, optional
Ethernet adapter and memory
upgrades, and upgradability from
monochrome to color. Prices start
at $2,799.
Contllet SU71J71J1lgrapbics Corporation
Ilt 512/835-0900 or FAX 512/835-1916.

MISCELLANEOUS
Free Hewlett-Packard Paper Feed
Cleaning Kit
Users of the Hewlett-Packard DeskJet
520, 55OC, 560C, or the DeskWriter 520 who
are experiencing paper feed problems can call
1-800-656-2324 and request a free HP Paper
Feed Cleaning Kit. The kit shipped at no
charge will allow users to fix the probletn on
their premises in about 20 minutes. Each kit
cleans up to 10 printers. These printers are
still fully covered under Hcwlett-Packard's
three-year warranty.
COlltlla Hewlett-Packard at 1-800-656-2324.
On-Line AIEIC Tradeshow
Ideal Scanners and Systems, Inc. and
AlFJC Systems, Inc. are bringing NBC Systems 95 to the [DEAL Internet Shoppillg
Mall. The NBC Systems 95 on-line
tradeshow provides comprehensive show and
conference information ranging from an
emibitor directory and conference speaker
biographies to hotel information. The IDEAL lntemet Shopping Mall is also providing
exclusive on-line conference registration for
the June 5-8 tradeshow being held at the
Georgia World Congress Center. To register
for the NE/C Systems '95 on the IDEAL
Internet Shopping Mall, use the addresshttp;//www.ideal.com.
COllttlctAIEIC Systems, file. at 8001451 -1196,
r& 203/666-4782, or
E-mai/73511.IOl@rolllpllseroe.rolll.

ENGINEERING
Aero-D Aeronautical Design Package
Aero-D is an integrated aeronautical
design and analysis package which consists of
three programs for surface definition, flow
analysis, and data visualization: LoftsmanlP is
a lofting program for wings and fuselages;
Cmarc is a low-order panel method inviscid
fluid flow analysis code based on NASA's
Pmarc-12 (which has been translated from
FORTRAN to C; and Postmarc is a graphic
postprocessor which provides rotate and

Awning rendering in FastSURF

FastSURF7.03
FASTSURF of California is now shipping
FastSURF version 7.03 for UNIX, SUN, and
SGI platfonns. FastSURF 7.03 runs with
CADKEY 6.0. The price is $2,195. Also
available is FS-CAM, which machines FastSURF surfaces with a ball-or-.bullnose endmill, and can also place a cutter "on" any of
CADKEY's primitive curve geometry. FSCAM sells for $750. FastSURFUn'WRAP
develops flat (2D) patterns of compound (3D)
surfaces. The flat pattern can serve as a template for sheet metal layout, sail making, etc.
UnWRAP sells for $750.
Crmtaet FastSURF Ilt 209/536-0591
or FAX 209/536-0S92.

Automation Components
Application Guide
A new, free 32-page guide, "Automation
Components Applications Guide, H903", is
available frOIl1 Techno-Sommer Automatic
upon request. The guide contains application
and selection guidelines for over 2,300 of
their off-the-shelf autoll1ation components
and highlights a variety of robotic grippers,
application tips for pneumatic tool changers,
swivel units, linear cylinders and suction cups.
The components discussed are available on a
special free trial evaluation basis.
Contact Tecbllo-Solllmer Automatic
at 516/328-3970 or FAX 516/326-8827.
Cubital America Inc.
Cubital America's new North American
management, new technology, and new computing environment have produced significant

price-perfonnance advantages that have led to
increased market acceptance of its rapid prototyping systems worldwide. CUl>ital offers
the Solider 4600 and 5600 systems, whose
Solid Ground Curing process avoids many of
the drawbacks of other rapid prototyping systems. They deliver 10 to 15 times the
throughput for less money than other highend systems, and can produce fully functional
assemblies in a single run.
Contllet CubitalAtJurica, Inc. at 810/585-7880
or FAX 810/585-7884 or E-lIIll;1
cubitillamr.@llttmlliJ.com.

MCAE Introduces Inertia 5
Modem Computer Aided Engineering
recently released Inertia version 5, an FFA
software running under Windows that can
immediately analyze solid models. Inertia
gives the user the ability to import a solid
model from a CAD system and automatically
create a mesh, eliminating the time-consumjng process of manually connecting curves to
create congruent surfaces. Other features
include shading and rendering, and rotate,
zoom, and pan functions. The Inertia engineering system supports all major graphic
operating environments, including Windows
and Macintosh. Inertia sells for between
$5,000 and $15,000.
Contact MCA£, Inc. Ilt 800/444-6223
or FAX 317/469-4130.
CGTecb's "Total Verification System"
CGfech's Machine Tool Simulator Module provides full machine tool simulation and
constant collision detection between machine
components, holding fixtures, and tool assemblies. The Machine Tool Simulator Module
operates in synchronization with RevPost II
and VERICUT to alert users about dangerous collisions that may damage the part,
machine, or possibly endanger bystanders.
VERICUT is a software program that simulates and displays the material removing
process of an NC toolpath on a computer
monitor. It depicts milling, drilling, and turning operations with 2-axis through 5-axis
simultaneous motion. Using VERICUT, the
NC programmer verifies the quality and correctness of the toolpath and corrects inefficient motion or programming errors without
using the NC machine tool.
Contlla CGTu b Ilt 714fl53-1050
or FAX 714fl53-1053.
Electronic Function Measuring Tapes
Mitutoyo has introduced new measuring
tapes with multiple electronic functions. The
Digimatic Snap-Lock types provide direct
LCD readout of the unit's blade extension.
Special functions include Preset to enter any
starting point; Floating Zero, memory of up
to 8 measurements; Hold to freeze the display; and Data Output to print-out and analyze readings via Mirumyo's portable data
processors. Also available are the Converter/Calculator models which feature a built-in
electronic calculator with 3 flip-up lid. The
models perform all basic math functions as
well as PYlhagorean calculation and measuring unit conversions. The blades on ail models arc 16 feet long and graduated in both
inches and millimeters.
COlltllct MitutoJo Corpoflltion at 708/820-9666.

Electronic Function Measuring Tapes
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T U TOR
The following is an edited excerpt from chapter 13 of the new
book DataCAD for Architms it DmgllrTr by Carol Buehrens.
Template Fields
\Vhen you create templates you're prompted to add fields
to the template form . Fields are information areas attached to
each of your symbols that can be extracted for schedules,
counts, and other needs. For example, if you used outlet symbols in your eleetricallayout, you could easily extract how
many were used and the total cost with tax!
This information, which is added when the symbol is saved
to the template, can be modified at any time. The acrual
report fonns are created with simple text files found in the
OCAD6\FRlYi directory. Several fonns are included with
DataCAD and you can create more.
Fields I through 6 are defined internally in DataCAD and
you're prompted to supply information for them every time
you create a symbol. They are: 1. Item name; 2. Manufacturer; 3. Model nwnber; 4. Remark 1; 5. Remark 2; and 6. Cost.
Most of the time, you'll only worry about the Item Name for
your symbol because it appears in the message area when you
hold your cursor over the symbol in the template box.
Creating Symbol Reports
To extract a symbol report from a drawing (an electrical
layout, for example), the symbols CANNOT be exploded.
Exploding symbols breaks them into regular entities and database information is no longer connected to them. To follow
this exercise, use your own drawing or create a test drawing.
I. Call up the drawing that contains the symbols. If you
don't have one, pick the Default option, pick the
PLAN"_1-4 default, name this new drawing: reports, then
press Enter.
2. If this is a new drawing, you must add some symbols to it
before you call run a report.
3. Press T to go to Template.
4. Bring up the template you'll use. The template must be
displayed to extract a report. For example, to retrieve an
electrica1 template, pick NewPath. Pick the " .. " option,
and then pick £LEC to set your path to tpl\elec. Press
Enter. Pick the appropriate template, such as RCPTCL
(receptacles).
5. If you're creating a test drawing, make sure Explode is
NOT active, then pick the symbols to add. For example,
you can add a few Triplex Recep Outlets, some Duplex
Recep Outlets, and a number of Trip Rec Split Wired
symbols. You'll want a good variety. Your drawing might
look like Figure I.
6. Once the symbols have been added to the drawing, pick
the Reports option.
7. The available reports will be listed as options. (The path
!lame for report fonn files is DCAD6\FRM.)
8. Pick the report called DCADCOST.
9. The report will be displayed on your screen. Notice how
each box contains certain information, and some might
not contain any at alL You can edit this information. For
example, you might want to change the COSt and vendor
of the items you're running the report for.
10. Press Enter to continue.
II. Next, choose an option for the destination of the report.
Pick ToPrintr for a nice looking printout. If you don't
have a printer eonnected, you could pick the TuDrwing
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Wi- found the fl"(J"lJ)ing grent DaftlCAD tipf on tb~ illtfTIlrt
dllllgfonl1l1. For those who bave lIeitber tbe time, imerest JlQT inclination to prowl th~ lIet, they an 1'eprinted hen. Tbey T!lIty evw
inspinyoutoget "on-line".
Tips for Multi-Scale Plotting
Dirk Arnold, Brisb(/J/e Amtmlia - dflrnoid@oU!1II1IiI.com.(1t/ osked:
VYho has got the best method for multi-scale plotting? Typically, I have an overall layout plan of Illy buildi ng, say, in scale
1:200 (I'm metric only!) and want to place details in, say, 1:20
and 1:5 around the layout on the saIne sheet. As the details are
developed from the over,!!! layom in real world dimensions,
what can I do to avoid enlarging them including text? I still
want to keep a reasonable slUall sized text. If I do multi-plotting (one plot for each scale) what is the best way to accurately
18KEVSOlUT10NS. APRil 1 995

Adding Fields

option, then follow steps 12 through 17.
12. A Text menu is displayed. Pick FontName.
13. It's important to pick a font that's monospaced
so tha t the colwnns of your report line up.
Pick Orig. You might have to pick ScrlFwrd to
find this font.
14. Pick Aspect. You might want the asp«t adjusted to 12.Then press Enter.
15. Drag the cursor out on your screen. Notice
that the cursor has changed to represent the
current text size of your report. If you want the
text bigger, pick the Size option and adjust it
Figure 1: Electrical outlets have been added.
16. Pick a place for the report on your drnv.ing.
Keep in mind that your pick will indicate the
upper-left~hand comer of the report, as in Figu re 2. The report will be added to your drawing as regular text.
17. Press mouse button 3 to return to the Template menu.
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Changing Report Information
""OTll CO$T:
O.O~
rax(4\):
0 . 00
You might want to change the Cost and Manufacturer fields to fit your need, along with other
Figure 2. Example of the DCAD Cost Report.
fields that afe used in this teport. The tax field,
however, must be clJanged in the text file, which
Title
appears in the \dcad6\£nn directory as
~~~_~~~ __~~~~~:: __~~~!~ ___ ~~~: __ ~~Ut2
_~!: ____________________ _
DupRee. I .lvC<>nst. I .1.113_1 I I'Vory
IDe.lg",,~ I
101
1. 631
dcadcost.fnn.
n:lp1el<RI.lV\;o""" 1.1.115-3 I I'Vory
IDe.ignu I
91
1.U I
13.41
11
1.39 1
L Pick the EditFlds option from the Template
21
2.151
4 . 30
31
2.751
menu.
-------------------------TOT.ll. IT!l!lI:
n
2. Pick the template box tha t contains the symbol
TIITJ...LCOS"T,
51.99
you want to edit, such as the Triplex Recep
GP.l.r"~·m;
Outlet in the RCPTCL template.
Figure 3: The changed report.
3. Pick the first Manufact option on the list.
4. Type in a vendor's name, such as: AV Const
Using the ORIG font and new text size
Sup and press Enter.
5. Pick the Cost option.
6. Type in a new cost for this symbol, such as:
DupRee.
1.lV\;o=t I .1.113- 1 I Ivory
IDesivner I
1.631
1.39 and press Entet.
n:'plexli; 1.l.V\;o","" I .1.115_3 I Ivoty
IDu iVnec I
1.461
13.4J.
9.13
1.391
7. Pick the first Model N u option on the list.
~~:"::,.: ~=:~ !;~2 !:~~ : ~::!:~c:
2.HI
2.1S 1
'""" IlAnvel '''''''Inc I e352S
I IllUte
IGu~ ' 2
I
8. Type in a number for the outlet, for aample
A013-2, and press Enter.
9. The remark fields can be used for color and
model description. Pick Remark 1.
Figure 4. A better looking report.
to. Type in a color for the outlet, for example
Ivory and press Enter.
report to your drawing, move your cursor into the drawII. Pick Remark 2.
ing area, and piek. The new report will be created and the
12. Type in a description of the model type, such
changes you've made will appear, as in Figure 3.
as Designer and press Enter.
A hint for better-looking repo rts
13 . Press mouse button 3 to return to the EditFields menu.
Vilhen adding the report to your drawing, the Factor (line
14. Pick the next symbol you want to edit.
spacing) option doesn't work. To work around this problem
15. Fo\low this procedure to edit all fields you wish to use in
create
the text in the report larger than needed (try twice the
your report.
size as necessary). Then, once the report is created, use
16. VVhen you're done, press mouse button 3 to return to the
Change, Text, Size to change the teu to a smaller size. You
Templates menu.
can use Group to select it. Now the text lines will be nicely
17. Pick the Reports option again, and pick DCADCOST.
spaced, as in Figure 4.
18. Now the fields will display the changes made in the
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previous steps.
19. Press Enter to continue.
ZO. Pick either 1.0 l'rintr or 10Drwing. If you're adding the

TIP S
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To get a copy of DiltaCAD for Arcbitrcts b Designn;
(ISBN 0-07-008914-0, $39.95 paperback), contact
McGrawlHill at 800/812-8158 or FAX 800/932-0183.

Internet Intercept

phce the details on the overall sheet?
Rick MoT"ft! of MGIA Arrhitrctr ill BortOll, NfA rC1IIii@Worid.std.com 7"f'sponded: I share your frustration with
plotting multi-scale elcments on one sheet. It remains one of
the biggest problems with the DataCAD product, and I have
hounded Cadkev about it 011 11 number of occasions. A "view
porting" featur~ is desperatdy needed to facilitate the printing
of construction documents. While 1 may not have all the
answers, I can tell you how I work around the problem, and
perhaps others wiU offer some other techniques.
Method One: Multi Plot with layout Grids
L Create a symbol which contains the outline of your drawing sheet and a grid that divides the sheet into a reasonable
number of columns and rows. I use a 6x9 proportion. Also

include a marker at the plot-center of tlle sheet to use for
aligning multiple plots. You \vill need a symbol for each scale
you intend to plot. You will turn off the grid layer when plotting, or you draw the grid in a color to whiclJ you assign a
zero pen value.
2. Compose your sheet, utilizing multiple hyers, one for each
scale. "When laying out ule sheet, remember how much real
estate each element takes up. That is, the plan might hog the
first five columns and three rows; and the details can fill in the
rest at a larger scale. I like to kcep a small guide sheet by my
side where I can take notes as I go along. It also helps to create a Go-To view for each scale and sbeet.
3. Plot eaclJ scale in tum, snapping the plot \\~ndow to your
center marker each time. For those who do not know the trick
See TIPS, next page ¢

PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS: DRAWING MANAGER
By Phil Hart
Drawing .Manager is a DCAL macro that
contains lIlallY useful tools. Some tools facilitate and speed the features included in DataCAD; others expand the functionality of the
software. Drawing Manager was originally
creatcd in thc days before DataCAD shipped
with the LyrUti1macro, to automate saving
layers out of and loading byers into drawing
files. Today, it still automates byer handling,
but has grown and includcs a number of tools
for other "managcment~ tasks within Data-

CAD.
With the Layer Save and Layer Load
menus, you can save layers (all those that are
turned on), 2D Views, 3D Views, and draw·
ing settings. Then an ASCII text file is automatically written that contains the data relative to these options during the save process
and reads that file during the load sequence.
However, limitations inherent to DauCAD
and the DCAL programming language prevent full implementation of 20 View saving
and loading, but Drawing Manager gives you
a good work-around. In the Load Layer
menu, you can choose to have the macro
delete the layer files and the supporting

TIPS

ASCIItext61e
after loading the
layers to the new
drawing file.
This alone may
be worth the
price of the
package for users frustrated with the process
of cleaning up their hard disks after LyrUtiling a couple of drawing files.
You can direcdy access, save, and load
drawing settings from the macro. VVhen you
select the EditSets (Edit Settings) menu from
the initial Drwg Mgr menu, the drawing area
of the screen redraws with a text-only "form"
which lisUi 183 DataCAD menu options and
their current settings. You can change settings
by using ~traP doors" to the Settings, Grids,
Architect, Object Snap, Plotter, Text and
LineType menus; you make 11 change, go back
through the "trap door" and return to the
EditSets screen, where the setting entry has
been updated. Because you can save and load
these settings
(using an
external

textfile),itis
very easy to
setup and
save a set of
your own
drawingpreferencesand
load them to another file. In an office with
multiple sutions of DataCAD, this allows
anybody to work on drawing files created by
someone else using his/her own set of drawingpreferences.
Other layer tools in Drawing Manager
allow you to move the location of a layer in
the layer list, copy a layer, insert new layers,
toggle groups of layers on and off, merge the
contents of layers and pcrfonn partial saves of
layer contents as .lyr files. You can also create
"racks" of layers, i.e., predefined combinations of named layers with all the layer-associated settings (color, name, grid, etc.) estab~
lished. Loading a "rack~ of layers and a set of
user-defined drawing settings to a new, empty

Automates
layer handllng and
other management tasks

ASCII
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for snapping the plotting window, first Set your reference
point at the center marker, choose the layout command,
hit the space bar and enter key twice (zero value), and the
window will snap to your reference marker.
4. Replot as required. The first few times you do it, you
inevitably forget to tum off a grid, change scales, etc.
"What is tricky about this method is that you never see
the entire sheet until all the scales are plotted. The sheet
with all the differing scales can not be viewed all at once
on the screen. I can vouch for the reliability of this
method once you get it down.

Method Two: Symbol Plotting
1. Create a symbol for each element on any sheet that is
to appear at a different scale than the rest of the sheet.
2. Use a separate layer or drawing file (I prefer a master
file with a separate plot-drawing file) to layout the symbols, which are brought into the drawing enlarged to plot
at the desired scale. Associative dimensions and hatch
pilUern scales will be preserved as long as the symbol
remains unexploded. Remember to set proper text sizes
and hatch scaling before creating the symbol. This
method does not work with printers like Design Jets
where the paper cannot be fed through again. It may be
possible to combine the plots by editing the plot files.
Has anyone done this?
3. Plot in one shot.
4. Don't forget to update your symbols as the master
drawing changes.
\Vhile this tedmique allows you to see the entire
sheet and plot it aU at once, it demands lots of hard disk
space for symbols and diligent management of the file
and its parts. It is sometimes tough to resist exploding
the symbol to trim one line you missed, and tedious to
spend an hour redefining all the symbols associated with
a set of working drawings.
So that's it. I use the first method and hate them both.
I look forward to hearing some other possible solutions
[Q this dmmting problem. It seems the drawings are so
much easier to create than they are to plot.

Multiple Entities
Another onlille quur:ioll: It seems that no lllatter what I try
I cannot get rid of multiple entities in the same plane.
HlllIEELLP!
The IIIlJ"Wer from Geoff Lmgdrm, Architectural CADD GonsulWlts - Gumgtion@Worid.stJ.co1ll
The simple solution is a new command under the Hide
menu. At the bottom of the Hide menu you will find
"Options" . Under Options there are several toggle
switches that you will want to turn on (they are all normally off, as you have found. They include: Join ~ makes
DataCAD join end to end lines; DelDMlbJ- makes DataCAD delete the overlapping lines like you wish; and
IgnorClr - makes DauCAD join lines of different colors.

drawing file immediately customizes it to the
task at hand.
You can also use the macro to change
(most) DataCAD system paths from within a
drawing, view a directory tree of your hard
disk, and search your hard disk for files.
Finally, the macro's tools under the DXF
Prcp menu allow you to change a drawing file
to make it more compatible for DXF transfer.
Each of the five options are on/off toggles
and can be used in any combination. LyrNume
changes layer Ijames to ALL CAPS; LyrClr
chauges all entities in each byer to the layer's
active color; Z-Hire "squashes~ thc Z-hcight
of 20 entities to equal their Z-base; Text converts aU text in the drnwing files to one of the
OXF-compatible fonts (you specify which);
and SymExp explodes all symbols, including
nested ones. Each of these options are valuable when trying to create a "clean~ DXF file .

Drll'Wing MIl1Ulger rom $100 1l1ld is tnJaiIPbk
fr01lt Desig1l/Program Associates, 3208 Dick
Wood!- R()(1d, AjtMI, VA 22902, 703/456-8686.

BGL

High speed, large format laser printer
ed CAD drawings and other graphics. It was
complete in a matter of minutes.
Eleven standard emulations make it versatile. For CAD, it emulates HPGL, HPGU2,
and CalComp. The conrroller comes with
Microsoft W mdows drivers. BGL recommends using HP2000 emulation for most
DOS based peL printing applications. For
letter-size Postscript printing, it uses the

By Calvin Miller
How many times have you waited impatiently for a complex plot - maybe even
cussing at the slowness of the printer? One
solution to this problem is a device with a
really faSt printer controller such as BGL's
line of laser printer/plotters that use their
revolutionary H SGC-4 (High Speed Graphics Controller) controller. The family boasts
speeds of from 16 to 40 pages per minute at
up to 6OOx600 dpi. There is an option for
1200x600 dpi. I was amazed at how fast the
printer printed a 3D-page report that includ-

Apple Laserwriter II NIX emubrion and
several Postscript emulations ace available for
ledger size printing including Dat:lproducts
2665.
See BGL, next page ¢

(ORE (AD NOTEBOOK

Portable
computing
and more ...
By Robert Martin

JRL Systems offers more WAYS to get work on
paper than any other company in the world. And
that MEANS productivity. From input to output
and everything in between, JRL knows printing
and plotting from the inside out. Just look at all
the input options and output formats JRL offers.
870 HlahRes'" Bubble.Jel PrInter/Piotter
low-cost, high perfonnance A - C size plots
LPl80 HlghResTM Laser Printer
high power inwging, NB prints, 6OOdpi, 16 ppm
12200 LED Away PrInter/Piotter
wide Jonnat, cost-effective workgroup plotter,
engineering copier option A - D size
.JRL 859 Laser Plotter
wor/dwrse plotter with high performance JRL
controller technology D - E siz.e
4040 RGP Controller
most sophisticated technology in the world, stand alone
and integrated into JRL output devices, high-speed,
high perfonnance
OullAN Plol Server Software
workstation software allowing monitoring and control
of JRL output devices on the network, provides custom
set up and accounting ofprint resources
HaM RP- 21 PrInt Servers
quick and easy network attachment ofprinters and
plotters, in-line and integrated configurations.
20KEYSOLUTI ONS . APRil 1995

If you're tired of gridlock, difficult negotiations
and compromise, take it up with JRL's Ways and
Means Committee. See why it doesn't take an act
of congress to get graphics and drawings from
your workstation to paper.

Call 1-800 PLOT NOW
7 5 6 8

6

6

9

JRL

SYSTEMS. INC.

Priming and Plotting From rhe Inside OUI

ORO.E726 ON WD

8305 Highway7l West · Austin, Texas 78735
(512) 288-6750 · Fax (512) 288-7676
In Canada call 3M at 1-800-268-6235

If you always stay in your office a fullsized cbmp\lter system is daudy. But if you
must travel or work in the field or at home,
you really need a notebook computer. Un fortunately, notebooks can be awkward. First,
many do not have the power required by
applications such as DataCAD and CADKEY,
so you end up compromising the kinds of
tasks you can perfonn and sacrificing performance. Second, if you don't have a good tool
and/or system for transferring files back and
forth to a desktop computer, life can get
rn"'Y.
The new CORE CAD Notebook,
designed specifically to meet the portable
CAD professional's needs, addresses both
problems with finesse. In the power department, the 486DX processor is available with
33,66, or lOOMH:z..1t has 36MB RAM and
810MB hard disk drive capacity, PCMCIA
slots, and an optional doclcing station. Unbelievably, this all weighs a mere six pounds and
the standard configuration (486DX2-66, 4MB
RAM. 340MB hard disk, dual batteries, carrying case and adapter) costs only $2,195. A
Pentium version will be released this year.
The docking station is the option that can
rum this notebook into a main computer. It
also neatly solves the file transfer problem.
You just "plug" the unit into the docking station and continue working. The docking station replicates the ports on the base unit: an
external VGA port for a monitor, an external
keyboard port, one parallel and two serial
portS, line-in and line-out jacks, and two
speakers. The CORE docking station h.1S
four 16-bitAT-bus slots and two full length
32-bit VESA local bus slots. It also has one
3.5" and one 5.25" drive bays for CD-ROMs
or other peripherals. Cost? Only $475. Without peripherals the whole serup is slightly
over $2,600.
The CORE CAD Notebook also has
some user friendly fearures. Two internal batteries let you "hot swap" batteries - changing
batteries without powering down the system.
An external battery charging uni t and additional sets of batteries are available. The
removable hard disk drive design allows for
easy upgrades and flexibility. More tllan one
person can share the system with each having
their own hard disk drive.
Video capabilities are everything a CAD
user could want. On the notebook sharp color
is provided on an active color LCD screen.
For external monitors, the on-board video
controller has 1MB of video RAM and supports external monitors with up to 1280):1024
resolution. An additional video accelerator
can be installed for higher resolutions.
The system is configured with Microsoft
DOS and Windows, supports Windows NT,
OS/2, and Novell, and is backed with excellent support.

For mere ;nfimnlltilJ1l rotltllrt CORE Microsystems lit 8001886-2752 or 4081383-9090; Fllx:
408/383-9149.

Xi PENTIUM

A powerful CAD system with upgrade options
By Robert Martin
Power today and room to grow is what
power CAD users need and that's what they
get with Xi's P90 MTower Pentium. I had the
pleasure of testing this machine for severn]
weeks and was extremely impressed with its
performance. Using it also made me under~
stand why the accolades it has received from
industry publications are wel l deserved.
BYTE Magazine called it the most expandable Pentium in the USA. It also received the

1994 CADalyst Highly Recommended Award
and a Recommended rating by PeDigest's
National Standard Test Lab (McGraw Hill) in
October 1994.
Xi is a company that brings a lot to the

64 video adapter with 2MB RAM, one 3.5"
floppy and one CD drive, and a 17" IDEK
Vision Master monitor capable of 1600xl180
resolution. It was setup as a WIndows NT 3.5
Workstation with dual boot for DOS 6.2 and
V.7J.ndows. All this for a very reasonable price
of$4,299.
The system's blazing speed is the result of
Xi's special components and configuration.
The primary elements are the special SCSI-3
hard drive and Xi PCI controller. The disk
access speed ha~ peak transfer rates of
20mbyte/sec. I worked on some "heavy duty"
surfaces and P icture-It renderings of my airplanes which can bring some computers to
their knees - you know, the all night processing routine. M uch, much faster!

Best of all, the XiP90 allows plenty of
room for growth. The compact MID tower
holds seven exposed bays, three more accessible bays, and eight slots plus VO. There arc
lots of options in a littl e space. Even though
NT's time hasn't quite come yet, I see having
it in place as an advantage if you will be gradually changing over as more software
becomes available. The new CADKEY Windows version will run in either Windows or
Wlndow~ NT. Speed tests on the differences
between the system are not in yet, but NT
offers some advantages (e.g., more than one
application open at a time and longer file
names) that should win us all over. Anyway,
this configtirarion gave me all the choices I
could desire.

Xi Pentium

For 1II0re informatio/J en" Xi ComputeI' Corporation at 8001432-0486, 7141498-0858, or l'i4X
7141492-6571.

C.AD mble. T hey are a strong, eSC1lblished
company that specializes in computer systems
for CAD which is their primary market.

Many staff members have 18+ years experience in the fiel d. They know how to put a

CAD system together.
The machine we tested was configured
with a 64Bit Pentium 90MHz CPU, Xi PCI
L ocal Bus ~ystem board, 1MB Flash A,\lI
mos, 32MB RANI, a 1.05GB FAST &
WJDE SCSI-3 hard drive, a Diamond Stealth

BG L
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The BGL printers can print up to B-size
draw ings (11 "xl 7"). The model we tested
offers standard paper handling of one 150sheet and one I OO-sheet input cassette.s,
5"x7.5" through II"xI7" paper sizes,
cnvelopes, transparencies, vellum and labels.
A 150-sheet or 500-sheet input cassette may
be added.
Thirteen interface choices provide ll1 ultiIletv.'ork functionality and make the printer
adaptable to nearly all netv.·ork situations.
The controller we used came with one interface card. However, it can handle up to four.
You generally need one card for each protocol required. Supported protocols include
Novell, TCPfIP, DECnet, and Ethertalk,
and several popular LANs.
Because BGL packages its print engine
and controHe r separately, users can he selective about choosing a print cootroller that
wi ll meet their needs. BGL actually sells the
acclaimed HSGC-4 controller to other
OE..\1s and end users. Other users of the
HSGC-4 controller claim that it is two to
fifteen times faster than anything on the
market. In most environments, the HSGC-4
will process data at 30 1000 to 80,000 bytes
per second sustained and up to 300,000 bytes
per second in bursts. The Pentium controlled unit, the HSGC-5, is approximately
1.7 times timer than the HSGC-4.
V.7hen 1 set up the printer, I found the
manual perplexing and the section on installation and setup confusing and incomplete.
But armed with my list of questions, a phone
call to tech support solved my problems
quickly and 1 was up and running in a matter
of minutes. Either the tech people are real
good or they get the same questions so often
they were easy to answer.
BGL offers a wide selection of intelligent
laser printers and plotters for
CAD/CM1/CAE, desktop publishing, high
speed document imaging retrieval applications and provides slIperior multi-network
connectivity. Prices range from $4,495 to
$15,995.

Por 1II0re information contaa BGL Ttchnololfl
Corporation at 8051987-7305 or FAX
8051987-7346.

YOU DESIGN IT,
SURFCAM CUTS IT.

If you're creating a design with CADKEY,
SURFCAM will cut it. Because SURFCAM's bidirectional translators move designs to manufacturing
with 100% data integrity.
Similar menus and construction concepts make it easy
to move between systems.
Plus you can work with SURFCAM's true surface
models to generate optimized tool paths with automatic
gouge avoidance.
And create or import trimmed NURBS surfaces for
one-step, gouge-free surface cutting. Contain tool paths
within cutter boundary splines to guarantee gouge-free
cutting up to adjacent surfaces.
Powerful 2, 3, 4 and 5 axis systems for CNC mills,
lathes, wire EDMs. lasers, waterjets, routers, digitizers

and CMMs, including support for simultaneous 4 and
5 axis machining. All SURFCAM systems ship with
both DOS and 32 bit windows versions.
Call us today. Demo disk is $15 on VISA/Me.

800/488-3615

SURFWARE

INCORPORATED

421 Park Avenue San Ferna ndo. CA 91340

818/361-5605

Fax 818/361-1919

e l 993 SURFWAFIE INCOfIPOfI.I\TED. All rlghiIi 1eseovtd. SURFCAM it • .-.gIeIered ltademII>kolSUrfware IrlCOfI)OI'a!ed
AllaIhe,productnames ... lrademarklorreglttertd!rademar1<aolthelrreepectivecompaniM.
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QFD
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comparing and contrasting basic lists to identify the root customer wants and nmls that the
end product must satisfy. The process allows
users to identify what is really important and
isolate all activities toward insuring that the
end-product reflects those wants and needs

by incorporating them into the design and
development of that product or service.

Forming a Team
The initial phase of virtually any QFD
project is to assemble a team. Duties of the
tcam include gathering and prioritizing information and to make key decisions along the
way. This is true whether you're using QFD
to design a building, develop a new bicycle,
or formulate a strategic plan.
"While teams should not be large, they
should at the same time consist of a good mix
of those influencing the product, and at least
one person who is skilled in using QFD to
help facilitate the process. In this way we are
certain to accurately hear all of the critical
viewpoints influencing the final decisions.

Underrtllnding "The mg Pictlwt"
It is imperative that each tealn member
clearly tmderstand the big picture of what is
trying to be accomplished. YVhile this phase
of the project can bc easily glossed over as

PALADIN
TRAINER
Interactive, MultiRMedia
Personal Trainer!
Learn 3D design on a gradient from
the basics to wire frames, solids, and surfacing. You'll see text, hyper-linked to defInitions and action demonstrations. This
wi!! help you master 3D CAD.
Multi-media Is the best form of computer based training. This multi-media
trainer leis you rotate shaded objects in
real time. You get a clear picture of the
concepts being presented.
Paladin Trainer for CADKEY includes
the most powerful coordinate system ereataion and manipulation software on the
markel today, ~. Without it. you
can't even create a coordinate system in
CADKEY 7. With it, you can: Build models
from your point of view. Create coordinate
systems right on your part Measure
geometry DX - DY - DZ with respect to a
user coordinate system. Handle the most
complex free-form surfaces by sweeping
cross sectional coordinate systems down
3D splines. Transport geometry between
systems. Do dynamic rotations and
moves about any axis. Do precision alignments, & more.
YOU'll also get an array of geometry
creation loolsto build wire frame relative
to the current user coordinate system. It
will even preview your lines and arcs. Get
it righlthefirsltime!

ONLY

$99.l!l! EACH!

GET ONE FOR EVERYBODY
To order send your check to:

PALADIN
ENTERPRISES
4505 DUVAL ST. SUITE *257
AUSTIN, TX 7B751
Or fax your purchase order to:
512/467-6650
Unconditional Money Back Guarantee

menial, rest assured that unless thc team has
clearly identified their objectives and each
member thoroughly understands these issues,
major stumbling blocks will crop up further
into the process.
This initial Ubuy_in" is important because
it puts all team members on the same page
and "dears the air" from the beginning. This
is the stage whcre key decisions are made that
will drive the whole process, so it is important that the team bc committed to the
notion that "The Voice of the Customer"
should help drive those decisions.

ThtMat.rix
A very basic tool within QFD is the
matrix. The matrix is used because it can
clearly represent two sets of information and
indicate how they relate to each other. The
matrilt perfonns calculations and comparisons
between the lists that we feed into it. For
example, a matrix can be used to relate companyactions to customer wants. Usually,
some minor calculations are involved so that
one set of data (i.e. the company actions) arc
prioritized based upon how each action
relates to the customer wants. Effective use
of a matrix requires that a development team
be able to identify both what they want to get
out and, aiso, where they are going to get the
input (market research, benchmarking, ctc.).
Since a development projcct typically has
many issue5 which need to be resolved by the
team, more than one matrix is usually
required. A key part of each project involves
identifying the issues which need to be
addressed. The data required to correctly
address the issue must also be selected. The
team then designs a "Road Map" which orgaR
nires matrices to address all of the issues
using the available input data.

Prioritization
Key to QFD is that it enables the uscr to
understand who its customers are. Most
products or services generally have more than
one set of customers; the list may include
internal as well as external customers - each
with ~pccific and varied wants and needs.
Bccause of the many customers w:ith many
diverse requirclncnts, QFD enables the uscr
to nnderstmd and prioritize both the customers and their requirements. Thc process
allows an organization to idcntify the major
concerns ofthcir most impormnt buyers and
plan how they are going to address these con-

PROTOTYPING

QFDToois
The leading provider of QFD tools and
technologies is Milford, Ohio's International
TechneGroup Incorporated (ITI). ITI's
QFDICapture™ program is the world's most
popular QFD software tool. It automates the
collection and prioritization of QFD data,
performs al1 of the calculations; and helps the
team analyze the data to understand the
infonnation it contains. Finally, the software
generates the matrices which QFD is known
for. Tn short, this program captures the
''Voice of the Customer" and assists the user
in incorporating these requirements into the
product or service early in its design stagebefore a major commitment of time and
money. This is a critical aspcct of Concurrent Product I Manufacturing Process Development (CP/PD), Concurrent Engineering
and other Simultaneous Engineering philosoR
phies. QFD/Capture's fleltibility cnables it to
be utilized throughout a variety of industries
and functions - from Banking and Retail
through all aspects of Manufacturing as well
as prodnct design, strategic planning and so

on.
~This technology enables users to not only
build these requirements into the product,
but also into that product's manufacturing
process," says Robert Hales, m's Director of
Decision Support Systems. "Customer
requirements are converted into product
characteristics which are in turn converted
into process chal1lcteristics," continues Hales.
"Production controls are established so that
everyone im;olved in the development and
production (suppliers, manufacturing personnel, and so on) of the product knows exactly
how his or her function directly impacts
product quality and satisfying the customcr."

Better Products through QFD
The "Voice of the Customer" call and
should be used to drive the product del:inition
and development process. Through proper
implementation, QFO technologies can help
organizations realize significant savings associated with time and cost- along with an
increase of market share. QFD can be used
to identify areas uf waste, cost reduction, and
process improvement. Because of its flexibility, it is showing up in all disciplines of the
organization - from the shop floor to the
board room.
Today's global economies with world-wide
competition makc it impcrative that products
or services be tailored to satisfY specific

requirements of the buyer. Technological
resources are available to provide a competitive edge to those organizations who truly
understand what it means to be customer-dri-

QFD Case Study

Situation
An 4griC1lltllrni implemmts manufacturer
was struggling with implementing Concurrent Engineering to reduce development time
and cost. They also faced serious product
differentiation problems bccause they were
often perceived as a "me too" vendor and
were forced to differentiate themselves mostly
on price. The product bcing developed
would be produced at fairly low volumes so
they could not afford to ~do things in a big
way".

ApPTTJllch
It was decided to implement Concurrent
Engineering using QFD as one of the main
drivers. Prior to starting the project, the Marketing organization spent a considerable
amount of time meeting with users and dealers to understand their requirements and the
relative importance of each requirement.
They had also spent a lot of time understanding how competitive products were perceived
by discussing their perfonnance with dealers
and customers. They came to the meeting
prepared to represent the Customer's interests on the team.
The cross-functional team was complete
with good representation from Marketing,
Finance, Development, Manufacturing, and
Quality. Team members were company
experts in each of their areas.
User SpokenlExcitement Requirements,
Basic Expect'ations, and Opel1ltions Requirements were analyzed and converted into Ke}'
Performance Indicators which would help the
development team predict whether their
design would be successful at addressing the
wants and needs of the customer. They also
used these Key Performance Indicators as
selection criteria enabling them to select a
design concept which would satisfy all of the
requirements as cost-effectively as possible.
The process took them a total of five days.

Ruults
As a result of this project, the product was
ready for production in 12 months instead of
the normal 18 months for a product of this
type. The company has now adopted QFD
as a fundamental part of their product development process.
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on all the joints. Enb"Yllll was able to accurately
measure the forces for finite element :malysis of
the pin joint components.
Using Working MOMI has saved Snorkel
Economy countless man-hours. It used to take
morc than a week to create a model and perform static load calculations. Now, both operations can be done in a single morning, and the
simulations themselves take a matter of minutes
to complete. "For what it costs and what it
docs, Working Moda is an astounding piece of
software,~ EngvaU concluded.

How Is a Virtual Prototype created?
You exercise complete control over the simulation environmcnt and everything in it,

including constraints like pin-joints, actuators,
and motors, along with parameters like mass,
friction, gravity, elasticity, and force fields.
Analysis tools allow design parameters to be
measured, graphed or exported to another
application. Also, dynamic input controls allow
real-time simulation interaction. In addition,
Working MOMI'! function language provides a
means to describe complex non-linear simulation elements, such as spring hysteresis. ODE
and AppleEvents allow dynamic linking for data
exchange to other applications such as Excel or
Lotus spreadsheets. A DXF translator is includR
ed for import and export of your CADKEY
designs.
WllTking Modd was recently named 1994

Computer Productivity Tool of the Year by
Design News and has received mlmerolls other
awards. The software runs on both \Vinuowsbased PCs and the Apple Macintosh and
requircs 8 MB RAM minimum for both SYSR
rems. The cost of Working Model is $1495.
Computer Aided 1echnology offers WllTking
Model Basics Training, Annual Technical Support Contracts, and Annual Update Contracts.

Rich HTerneth if the sale! mlfl10grr at Computer
Aided Technology, Inc., in Norlhbrook, IL. CAT is
o full servia technology cmtrr offmng soler, technical S'IIpport, 11d'Worklsystem integration. enginemng
services and specialiud training. CAT C411 he
reached 4t 7081498-9600.

.TUlslesldenl.ldd7'!', ln
• Avall.bll fDr CAOKEY OOs\Wlndnwl,
udD.ilCAD

• Paladin Tnllner I•• stlnd 11on~
WindoM application
.SoundClrdoptionll

For a Faxed brochure call:

1-800-779-0202

CODE

015601

NEED A CONSULTANT?

Call MLC CAD Systems and ask
for Joe Patadln 5121288-9126
• Design & Optimization
• Multi-media productions
WE'LL DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT
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Architectural 3D CAD software available for $49.95
Windsor, C1' - Cadkey, Inc.
has lowered the price ofOataCAD® 5, its 20 and 3D architectural Compurer-Aided Design
(CAD) software from $149.95 to
$49.95 while supplies last.
DataCAD can produce a complete architectural design, from
20 annotated production drawings to 3D photorealistic render-

ings and fly-throughs. It contains
1,600 20 and 3D symbols for
common objects stich as landR
scape symbols, furniture, windows and doors. YOIl also create
your own symbots. Built-in
macros automate many routine
drafting task. Over SO,OOO proR
fcssional architects, builders, and
'do-itRyourse1f home users cur-

rently use DataCAD.
DataCAD 5 is fully upward
compatible with OataCAD 6, the
current version of the product.
Upgrades to version 6 cost
$69.95. All DataCAD products
come with 30 days free telephone
technical support and a moneyback guarantee. For sales information, please contact Cadkey at

(800) 282-1368.
DataCAD runs on 386, 486
and PentilUn IBM-compatible
DOS-based personal computers.
A math co-processor is required.
Minimum system requirements
are 4MB RAM. 8MB RAM or
more are recommended for optimal perfonnance.

Free electronic catalogs for architects
By Claudia Martin
Frequently, architects design and build
structurcs- from cabins to large commercial
structures - that incorpor.lce commercially
available components such as windows, doors,
skylights, etc. You don't have to draw these
from scratch or make substitutions in the
drawing because several manufacturers' products provide liternture in electronic format.
Like their printed counterparts, they make it
easy for architects to find a particular product
and specify its use in building construction.
Many also contain predrown detlils in DXF
fonnat that can be inserted in drawings and
specifications that can then be cut-and-pasted
directly into project specifications. Most come
in two versions; one for AutoCAD and one
for use with other programs, like DataCAD,
that accept DXF files.
Obviously, the manufacturers arc trying to
gain a competitive edge by making it easy for
building dcsigners to use their products.
Some even use proprietary language in the
specification output and place notes on the
drawings that "lock in" their products to the
exclusion of other products in a competitive

CADALOG SOURCES
Andersen CADD-I
The Andersen DXF symbollibrnry creates
2D elevation and plan views and cross-sectional details of most Anderson windows. A
separate disk includes specification text files
written in CSI format for every Andersen
product.

Marvin Design System
This complete stand~alone Windows program that produces DXF output, can also create a database of exterior doors and windows
on a project basis which allows you to create
reports. You can insert plan views, elevation
views, complete 3D windows, or head, sill,
and jam details directly into druwings. CSI
specifications are controllable through seleCting options. This product is complete, well
thought out and ea~y to use with clear documentation.

Alldersm Willdows, Ille.
6121439-5150 or f<AX 6121430-5279

Marvin Willdows and Doors
8001346-3363 or FAX 6121452-3074

Manville Roofing Accessories
The Manville CADalog contains product
information and detail drawings in DXF fosmat for roofing accessories, including prefabricated flexible flashing, expansion joint covers, roof drnins, fascia, and vents. You can
browse and view selections before placing
them.

Pella Designer CAD
Pella has a comprehensive librnry of 2000
DXF files of Pella windows and doors. Elevations and cross sections are included. Editable
text files are provided in ASCn and WordPe~fect fonnat as a starting point for construction specifications.
Pcllfl Corp.

VeluxVELCAD
VELCAD is a stand-alone Windows 3.0
application that allows you to select roofmounted Velux windows and skylights, and to
output detail drawings or basic specifications
for the window model chosen" It utili zes a
role-based product selection process, a onestep- at-a-time process that can be tedious.
Drawing notes and specifications are in CSI
three-part format, but they need heavy editing for use in construction document specifications. Drawings are in DXF fonnat, but are
very basic.

Veil/X
8001888-3589 or FAX 8001388-1329
3M Deck Coatings
The 3M CADalog contains detlils and
specification text for liquid-applied waterproofing coatings suitable for pedestrian and
vehicular traffic areas" Details and specifications te.xt need some editing to be useful for
design professionals, but could still savc time
when detailing Ijquid~applied membranes.

3M ComtructwlI Markm
612n33-1140 or PAX 612n36-061 J

Reference
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TYPICAL ELEVATION

r~

Faxing directly from CAD
A question recently asked on the DBUG Internet Mailing List was how to save a DataCAD DC6 filc as a TIF,
PCX o r DCX for fal(ing. Vince Henderson offered a solution that should work for CADKEY as well as Dat.lCAD
and any other CAD progt',lm.
"1 use a mOl'e direct method of faxing from a C>\D program. Plot your drawing {Q a file using a Postscript printer
driver and use LA Software's Postscript to Winfux conversion utility. Very simple, easy and automatic, especially
when using a multi-tasking OS like Windows :\!""f or
\VARP. I use this all the time with ACAD, and there is no
reason it won't work with DataCAD. I just have not need-

TYPICAL
CROSS SECTION

Examples of DXF files from Pella Corp.'s library.

ACTOOLS

FAX yOl~r rtqt/~t for in/orrll4tirJn to Jerl'Y Lockn'dge at 5151628-6070

Mrlllvilk Roofing Systf:1llS
A Division 0/ Sebu/Jer bltemationat, I11C.
8001445-1500 (inelt/drs Cnnada) or
FAX207nS4-0125
207n84-0125 (i1lSideMaine)

/POint

/

/
/
/

,,

bid situation. In some cases, the DXF drawings are only in 2D. Still, these tools have the
potential for saving lots of time and the best
news is they're free.
The following electronic catalogs are free
to qualified design professionals. Other products are also available, many for a nominal
charge.
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loon size, or the balloon f'Jdius a function of the text
height. Balloon tag and tip options include left, right, or
no leader, and a special jog it option for the leader:
ACTools' Centerline utility option creatcs ccnterlines
for any arc or circle. The ccnterlines arc ~lways created in
the construction plane of the arc or circle. Options provide for both the horizontal and vertical cemerlines, or
dther can be depressed independently. The centcrlines
c~n he rotated at any angle or aligned with existing slope
geometry. The center poillt diameter can be defined for
chose extra large or extra small circles that always look
rather funny with standard centerline programs. The centerline size can be set to be determined by f"Jtio of the
diameter of the circle or urc.
A Notes program has unique feutures including isometric notes (those apl>caring to lay in the current l'Onsrruetion plane) which are useful when preliminnry isometric
layout drawings get u~ed on the fJewry floor for final
assembly. YOIl can also order and align, or join and break
up existing notes. And notes can be generated on an arc,
scroll or skewed path.
Here are some of the other CADL and macro progrorn,,~ in AClools Utilities:
• Drug Ortho-Iines, i.e. horizontal and yertieallines
• Create offset profiles and drafted profiles
• "Explode" polylincs, polygons, X-hatching and
dimensions
• Extend or shorten a line by a specified dist';\fice
• Move just one end of a line or arc
• Dynamkally edit arcs by end, edge, or between.
• Show and hide levels by selecting emities on those
levels
• Step through only those levels which h~"e entities
• Change the system units of any part file
• Create lines tangent to an arc at a specified angle
• Set the system parnmeters or the parameters of
other entities to that of a reference entity
• Validate dimensions against the geometry they
reference
• Verify coordinate positions in any of 5 coordinates
systems, in any unit, and from any datum

ACToo/srom$195 and isnvaiJnble/romAlJulI CAD Too/sat
5031659-1262.

i ;
Cache
• Speed PCI Graphics Accelerator w/2 MB DRAM
• 17" Flat Screen Monitor
·4 PCI and 2 VESA Local Bus Slots; 2 lSA Slots
.515 MB Enhanced IDE Hard Disk and 1 Floppy Drive
:

g::t:~a~:~~~~a~~~;1-V~;:b:arranty

cd to yet, so haven't tried. Here's some infonnation for LA
Business Systems. 'nley have three utilities for \¥infax~ one
converts Laserjet 2 files to Winfax ($29); the second converts Postscript files to Wiufu: ($39); and the third is a
DOS viewer for Winf,n.: ($10). I haw not tried number
one; two works great; and three is nor very u!;CfuJ or ebY
to use."
For more ili/onno/ian you mn contis•., DIlt'id AraUjO», LA Bw;IUSS S.rSfi'IJIS, 1866 Sbelidnn Road, #216, Highlalld Park, IL
60035; COmp1lSfI'VC 71722.2553; PH 7081433-6477 or PAX
7()81.n3~7676.

•
•

,

•• •
•

LeadingCADKEYResellersince 1985.
' We know whal a system needs to
make CADKEY fly!"

~ Quannon CAD Systems, Inc.
~

(600)467·3467 or (612)935-3367

CIRClE 2150M CARD

POWER TOOLS BUNDLE 3.0 .. .Now {lilly parallletnc featmL's!

(2
.

1

.

• Filleted drafted bosses, ribs, new rectangular shells and thru features,
full radius slots, countersinks/bores all Parametric and Editable.
• True 3-D X, Y, Z, and user axis dynamic view rotations , pan/zoom with
Picture jtTM rendering built in without the need of any additional hardware.

_

~

.
fI9

• Custom protrusions and pockets from simple profiles of lines and arcs.
• PictUre IfM compatible features and Advanced Modeler™ support.

FastSURF® support and features available 2nd Q 19951

CJ

•

aradeSI n
(619)

484-839~OiCeIFaX

30 day money back no risk guarantee.
Free demo diskette for CAD KEY 6-7,,0.
Available from your CADKEY/Paradesign Dealer
ORnE20SDHCAlD
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AUTOSTRETCHING can save you from RSI

ISSUES

By Claudia Martin

been available for $99 per copy,
about the same as the co~t of a good
drawing instrument set. For those on
limited budgets who arc used to the
$30 traditional tool kit, CADKEY
Light and DataCAD Plus nre available for under $50. Either l'an provide a good introduction to 3D
CAD. All things considered, if [was
starting a new drawing progr:ull, [
wonld replnce the traditional tools
with Dat~CAD 6 and CADKEY7. [
would, however, increase the amount
of technical sketching in the.dnlwing
course. I would ~ Iso keep in milld
that the suuject is arch itectural or
engineering drawing, not CAD.

The growing RSI epidemic has spurred
the development of ergonomic equipment
3nd furninlre. Ergonomics, in fact, is common ly touted as the W3y to avoid RSI
injuries caused by repetitive motions in
\lnnatur~l positions (such as typing or propelling a mouse for hours each day). Not ~o,
says JelTIl Hamberg, M.D., 11 Swedish orthopedist ~nd director of Sweden's Alfta Rehab Center. Hamberg says that ergonomics at best
reduces the damage to muscles and tendons, but
scientifically uased stretching can prevent and
even ~etuaJ]y reverse the damage uy getting to
the organic root of the problem. "Repetitive
motions make m uscles and tendons shorter,
thicker and tighter, (''ausing a variety of disorders, from (''arpal tunnel syndrome to low back
pain," Hamberg said. "We prescribe stretching
exercises th~t make muscles and tendons longer,
ICl1ner l1nd looser, preventing these disorders."
The most common problem areas for ('"amputer
ll~ers afe wrists, elbows, necks and shoulders,

SclendflcaUy-based

stretcblng can prevent and
even reverse damage
caused by RSI
and lower back.
111e doctors and physical thernpists at Alfta
analyze the repetitive motions of particular
groups of workers and prescribe precise stretching sequences to counter the damage to muscles
and tendons associated with those motions. Dr.
Hamberg has many years experience in this
field. He has been a physician for 38 years, of
which almost 30 have been spent on his research
of muscle stretchiog as a cure for often crippling
work related injuries. As of today, he has produced more than 15 research papers, seven text
books, and 300 video mms on his concept of
A11tostretching.
There are scveral sources of information on
these techniques in the U.S. One is AUTO-

STRETCHING USA, a Los Angeles based
company that provides consulting services
to corpoTllte clients for preventing RSI and
reducing Worker's Compensation c1aim~.
President, Joseph Halper, explains that RSI
is expensive to employers and employees
alike, and his company's comprehensive
approach can provide results that will make
employees healthier and aha be demonstrated
on the bottom line. With a typicnl client,
AUTOSTRETCfUNG USA assesses activities
that present a RSI potential; videornpes employees performing those activities; has an orthopedic physician analyze the tape and prescribe a set
of Autostretching exercises; und conducts an onsite training program for employees and supervisors.
You don't have to ue a hig ('"arporation to use
these methods. AUTOSTRETCHING USA
also sells a package developed fur single users.
This package consists of software and documentation and a seven minute training video which
helps the user understand the nuances of the
See STRETCHING PAGE 30 ¢
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Q: In your "spare time," are you
still teaching?
A: [maintain an uffiliation with
Ohio State University. [have devd··
oped custom curricul\lm materials for
the Engineering Graphics Dcpart·
ment, assisted in improving ~Ipplica .
tions of instructional techno lob'Y, ~nd
do sonic part-time tenm teach ing.
This and the CAD workshops [con·,
duct :lfound the country, helps lIIe
see how new users react to the
instructional materl;I!S [crcRtc. This
is very important ~s [ continue to
develop and improve books :1I1d
videos.
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FOR 3 YEARS IN A ROW Xi DELIVERS AWARD WINNING AutoCAD SYSTEMS:
Xi 466 Workstationer
VLB + ISA: $1,648.00

Xi P90 MTower SP
PCI + ISA: $3,448.00

Xi P90 NTower DP
PCI + EISA: $4,998.00

" Intel 486DX2.-66MHz, 2.56K8 WBCache

- Intel Pentium 9OMHz, 256KB WBCache
- 4xPCI (incl. IOE-3), 4xlSA Flash Bios
-16MB RAM 60ns 540M810ms PCI HO
. Diamond Stealth 648it 2MB PCI
- 17" FST .26dp 1600X1280NI66Hz
- TEAC 1.44, 101 Keyboard, 36 mouse
- Xll0Says Mid-Tower Case 250W UL PS
- MS-DOS 5.2x, WFWG 3.11

- Dual Pentium' OOMHz, 256KS WBCache
• 4xPCI, 4xEISA, F-BIOS, RAM esp.to 256MB
· 32MB RAM Bans 1.0GB 9ms FSCSI PCI HO
- Diamond Stealth 64Bit 2MB PCI
- 17" FST .26dp 1600X12BONI66Hz
• TEAC 1.44,101 Keyboard, 38 mouse
· Xi 10Bays Full-Tower Case 300W Ul PS
- MS-DOS 6.2x, WfWG 3.11

• ZIF P24T, 3x32Bii Vl, 7xISA, Green MB
• 8MB RAM 60ns 420MB l1ms VlB HD
• Diamond SpeedStar PRO 1280 VLB
"15" flalSquare Tube .28dp 1280xt024
- TEAC 1.44, 101 Keyboard,38 Mouse
- Xi Quality Oesktop Case 230W UL PS
• MS DOS 6.2X, WFWG 3.11
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A: f believe ( have met the futul'C of
CAD 111ld it is now. Most of us Mill
have n long w~y to go to leal'll how
to usc the tools ,,!ready lIv'lihlble, \\nd
to develop stf"Jtegies in helping new
lIsers take advnntage of these tools.
As much hm ,IS these new tools :\r~',
we must not get too l happy. Folks
who think it'~ silly to drive a tractor
trailer rig to the cornel' store to pick
up a L~lrton of milk think they need
the most powerful expensive softw:!l"e
on the marke t to intTodlice students
to CAD. Most onc-year progl1lllls
~n not exhaust the l-'3pabilities of
CADKEY Light. However, the
world we Hve in is three-dimensionlli.
Any CAD .~ystelll that docs not make
it easy to design in three dimension~
is brain-damaged or obsolete. We
l'3n now do 3D design with DataCAD llnd CADKEY on wry :lfford
able ~ystems, even on a teacher's budget.
Jus t a few years ago, only u privi..
leged few at very large corporations
had the power available in CAD KEY
or DataCAD. 11.1 get a peek at what
you'll be doing on persooal comput ·
ers in 11 couple of years, t',lke a look at
what is currently avai lable 011 those
$20,000 workst'ations. We'rt! talking
real-time shaded animation of three
dimensional models, and real-time
updating of data bascs. fmagine
changing the diameter of the (."}'linder of an engine block ami having
the associated dimensions of the piston and piston rings automatical1y
updated, as well as having the draw ·
ings for the inspection jig5 and fix·
tures for each part also being automatically updated. This is happening
now on the high-end ~"}'stems. As the
price-performance of computer hardware and software continues to move
in our favor we will be duplicating
what the big guys arc doing on their
workstations today on Ollr home
computers tomorrow.
[ consider myself extremely lucky
to be living in one of the most excit
ing times in history. [ have more ,lIld
better toys to play with than [ ever
dreamcd possible, Now, if [only
cou ld find more time tu play with all
of these great toys.

FLYING

from Page'
and fabrication shop_ Although those days are
remembered fondly, he says, "I sure
.
would have

I keep finding more and more uses for CADKEY
and FastSURF all the time.

"I am really just getting into the uses for CADKEY and FastSURF, but I keep finding more and
more all the time. I have also staned on somc plans
for special shaped balloons (cold air, unmanned),
which is a project that I have had to put off for a

longT~~::r~~:~~!d1~~~O~I~;:~:~:~re.

- Clyde Blincoe
aviation learning to 51.,,dive and to fly airplanes,
booming at Clyde's company, InStead, but he and
gliders, and balloons. Not
some associates are gearing up for an unlimited air
thing at a time, or be able to separate assemblies into individcoment to fly using existrace plane project---a labor of love. It should be well under
ualparts.
w:.ty in the next six to eight months. Nearly all the component
ing equipment, he began to
According to Clyde, "The paraglider project is moving
design (engine, landing gear, fuselage) will be designed on
experiment with some of his
along much faster with CADKEY and FastSURF, and has
CADIffiY.
own ideas, and searched for
been much easier. CADKEY 's interface was the easiest to
For a guy who's not averse to a little risk, he believes his
the best platform to translate
learn of any I've come up against, and it's very compatible
gamble on CADKEY has morc than paid off.
concepts into reality.
"I first set out in the late '70's with my methodology of work and design." Ultimately, the
"A couple of months before I acrually bought new softparaglider design is being developed for sale or manufacture,
ware, 1 was prepared to buy a much more expensive package.
to learn CAD on my Amiga that 1
even by himself if necessary.
As it stands, even at a higher price, I find it very hard to
was \Ising for other gr.tphics and
"I have also used CADKEY for a variety of other design
believe there could be any more value than what I get from
video work. XCAD Professional
projects around the shop. Building a combined jet inlet and
CADKEY."
and XCAD 30 are extremely powercanopy cover for a MJG 15 just wasn't getting it by hand.
Clyde BUI/roe ({Ill be rf{lcbed at II/Stead {It 701/972-6491 (Voice/FAX).
ful programs, especially considering
Nothing fit, even on the second or third try, but CADKEY
their platform. I really liked the 20
Left:
Paraglider airfoil with suspension lines.
really saved the job."
version
for quick
shop plans,
but there
were just too
many things
that I couldn't
do, especially
unfolding my
patterns. OYNA CADD was
also great for some things on
the Amiga but I could not
insert things properly in 3D
space and once ag<lin unfold my
patterns. After I moved to the
IBM platform, I used mostly
DesignCAD 3D which was
really good at some things, bur
lacked cenain 3D measurement
capabilities that I couldn't do
• 2-year warranty. 1 year on-site
without, and it could not unfold
a pattern. Notice that unfolding
DuaI100MHz:
a pattern is very imponant to
me, since 3D design is so necesDua190MHz:
sary to what I do."
"1 have desiglled and built
three square ram-llir parachutes
for sport jumping, and one
round recovery parachute for
emergency use in hang gliders
and paragliders. All of these fly
extremely well and outperform
much of the competition, but
there are already too many
builders in these markets to
WarrJnt a lot of development, ~
Clyde says. "On IlIost of my
previous work, the templates
were generated by hand, measwcments were collected in
lists, and thell new parIS were
drawn. Sometimes this was
slow, but it worked. However,
some of my parts have rn'isted
surfaces, which make that
process tedious and somctimes
just flat unworkable."
Core CAD Notebook
He uscs a Gateway 2000
60mhz Pentium model with 16
For the CAD pro on the movel
megs of RAM and he can't wait
• up 10 40MB RAM. B1OMS HDD
• 1MB Video RAM I up 10 256k cache
for a little more to speed things
• 10.3" Dual Scan Color Screen
up. He u!>cs CADKEY 7
• Docking Station option
because it works and it does the
things he needs to do. It came
wl8MB RAM 34Q HOD
QUA£.
highly recommended by several
90MHzPentium'·Chip
friends in the aeronautical engi66MHz In""486'· CPU
neering business, and it has
more features than he expects
to use for a while. "I very
quickly outgrew and found too
many missing or not-quiteworking featllres on the last
three CAD progr.tms that I
bought."
Friends recommended
SERVICE AND SUPPORT WITHOUT COMPROMISE
CADKEY for the power, but
Clyde appreciates the fact that
it is ultimately illtuitive for him
MICROSYSTEMS
and confonns logically to the
92 Bona_, om.. San Jose. CA 95134
·Pr1oa • • WjecttochaJlQ8wiltlootrootice
(600) a.66-2752 0(0106) 363-00900 FAX: (408):J83.9t49
way he works. For example, he
P...,tiumar.dlnt&l466ar,tmde<nartsoflnt&lCo!'p
tries to group certain entities
and positions by layers so that
he can work on more than one

v

$5075
$4850

~

$3150
$2425

Call us today at
(800) 886-2752
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USING

CADKEY
More with DXF Codes LISP
By Ron Brumbarger and Scott Workman

This contilluing series rovers various aspects of tbe
CADKEY USP programming language. Tbis
7Jlonth we co7ltillue (R/r dismmoll ofDXF codes
and use DXF codes to retrieve tbe description of
geometry. 1fyoll bave slIggestiolls abol/t areas we
should cover ill these articles, leave a lIlts$age via
C(JlIIpuServe - Cserve 1D: 72730,315

Selecting Existing Geometry
This is the first program where
it has been necessary to select a
gro up of e.xisting geometry. This
can be n simple mntter when using
the ssget function. This function
actually contains many fOfms
which we will discuss in future
articles, but in its simplest forni, it
allows CADKEY LISP to takt:
over the geometry selection
process. Men the ssget function
is given no arguments, this informs
CADKEY LISP that it is responsible for printing the "Select
objects~ prompt nnd to interact
with the user until all parts hnve
been selected.
'VI'hcn selecting geometry, you
may simply select individual entities, seleCt entities that are within a
rectangular window using the "VI"
command, select all geometry in
the drawing using the "ALL" command, or remove geometry from

be duplicated later.
The c:filemake function begins by opening a text file for output to save the com-

aC%~r~~~e~~~ee~ef:~e~ geometry for

fu:~~~~ ~:~~~t~e~==~ %~~~:c

;~~I:fi!etf~:~~:~!e~:a~: ~filith~e

~~r:e~~:~1! ~i~~o~~~~~~t:t~d at :pt,f:~~~ ~~~ee aa~~:~Ya~:;s:e~I~~i~:;g

able type withi.n c;.o~y L~ used to repProgram Specifics
the same name will be destroyed by the new
:!~~e~ff~:r~~gc~n;~:~~~\vith el~~:~The FILEMAKE.LSP program presented
file. The program attempts to open a file for
fonn of the selection set variable type as it is
this month is the partner to the FILEread access to determine if the file already
DRAW.LSP program discussed last time.
exists. !fthe file is found, the program asks
handled internally by CADKEY LISP and
The FILEDRAW.LSP program created
the user if the file can be replaced. The irutthere are hU1ctions to manipulate the selection set variable.
geometry based upon the command contents
get function is used to limit the response the
The selection set is a grouping of entities
of a text file . This month we will use the
user may type to either "Yes" or "No". Any
other response will not be accepted by CADwhere each entity can be addressed in thc
FILEMAKE.LSP program to create a comselection set by an index number. The index
Illand file from the description of geometry in
KEY LISP and the user will have to n!s]Xlnd
numbers begin at zero and end at one less
a part file. This allows the description of a
again until either "Yes" or "No" is supplied.
than the total number of entities in the selecpart file to be saved in a neutral format and
The first parameter of the initget function is
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.... used to state that the user must

Source Code for FILEMAKE.LSP

) ;end if

;filemate.1$p

{closefpl

I
; Save gaometry coordinates to an output file that can
; be read by 1M! 'filedraw.lsp' routine presented previously.
; OXF codes are used to retrieve the geometry descriptions
;oflhe selected entities.

; Save tIM! coordimltes of a UNE. OXF code 10 .. pointl,
; OXf code 11 .. point2, DXF code 62 = color.

(delun c:filemake (! fname fp buf )
(setq fname (getstring ~\nEnter output file name:

{defun S3veline (tp dxf I newcolor pI p2)
(setq nawcolor {cdr (assoc 62 dxf))
pl
(cdr{assoc 10dxf))
p2
(cdr(assoc 11 dxf))

~ ])

; Check if file already exists
(selq fp

(open fname

(if U:

_color newcoIor)
(savectllor fp newcolor)

~ r~ ))

(jflJ~fpni1)

(progn
(close fp)
(inllgel 1 · Yes Non)
(setq ans (getlcword ' \nFiie already exists. Replace?-))
lif(.. ans "Yes")
(setq fp (open fname "w"])
;else
{setqfpnil)
) ;end if

(0. "LINE")
CADKEY USP's list handling
function allows a list pair to be
retrieved by specifying the first
v-alue in the pair. In the case of a
DXF code list, the first value in
each pair is the DXF code. Therefore, if we want the pair associated
with DXF code 0, we would use
the function (assoc 0 1st) to
retrieve the list pair that started
with the DXF code O. This might
return a list pair similar to the one
shown above.
At this]Xlintit is a simple
process to separate the DXF code
from the attribute value using the
car and cdr functions. In a similar
manner, any DXF code can be
retrieved from the complete list of
pairs by using the assoc function
and specifying which DXF code to
search for. If the specified DXF
code does not exist in the list, the
assoc function will retunl niL

tion set. To find the number of entities in a
selection set, the sslength function is used.
To retrieve an individual entity from the

:k:~~t s:~~~d~c::~r:tC~Oans~:~~:ri_

Introduction
Last month we described DXF codes in
detail and used the DXF code descriptions to
create geometry based on the contents of a
file. DXF codes can also be used to retrieve
the description of existing geometry. This
article presents a program that will write the
geometry description of existing entities to an
output file.
Retrieving DXF codes
Last time we used DXF codes
to create a list of OXF
code/attribute v.llue pairs. This list
was passed to the entmake function to create the described geometry. Conversely, OXF codes can
be retrieved from existing geometry in the same DXF
code/attribute value pair list in the
entmake function. The entget
function will retrieve the OXF
code list for the entity name
passed to it. The OXF code list
that the entget function returns is
in a form compatible with the
entmake creation function.
Once we have a complete list of
OXF codes and the associated
attribute values, how do we pick
out the values we are interested in?
Remember, the DXF codes are
stored as pairs with the OXF code
as the first member and the
attribute value as the second value.
An example pair is shown here:

the selected set by using the "R" command.
Once satisfied with the selected geometry,
pressing the Enter key with no command

)

;else
(setq fp (open fname "w·))
) ;end if
m("fpnil)
(prine "\nUnable to create file. Terminating:)
;else
(savepartfp)
)

(prine)
)

)

(princ "LINE ~ fp)
(savepoint fp pI)
(savepoint fp p2)
(prine "\n- fp)

I
; Save the coordinates of an ARC. OXF code 62 z color, OXF
; code 10 = cOllter point, DXF code 40 =radius, DXF code 50 ..
; start angle, OXF code 51 = end angle. The ARC is saved as
; two endpoints and a rad ius.
(dafun saveare ( fp dxf I can rad sang eang pl p2 )
(setq newcolor (cdr (assoc 62 dxf))
cen
(cdrlassoc lOdxf))
rad
(cdr (assoc 4Odxf))
sang
(cdr lassoc SO dxf))
eang
(cdr (assoc 51 dxf))
p1
(pola r cell sang rad )
p2
(polar cen eang rad)

; Select the geometry to save and then save each entity. The
; _color variable is used to determine when a COLOR
command;
needs to be output to the file.

(if U", _color newcolor)

(savecolor fp newcolor)

I
(prine · ARC ' fp)
(savepointfp pI)
(savepointfp p2)
(prine radfp)
(prine "\n" fp)

(defun savepart ( Ip ! sset idx len _color)
(selq _color nil)
; Select the geometry

I

(setq ssel (ssget))
(jf(",ssetnm
(prine "I,nNo entities selected: )
;else
(progn

; Save a new color number. This tunctioo is called whenever
; the color of an entity is different than the color of the
; previoos entity.
idefun S3vecolor (Ip newcolor f )
(prine uCOLOR ~ fp)
(princ neweolof fp)
(prine "\n" fp)
{selq _color newcolorl

; Save description of each part
(setq len (sslength sset) idxO)
(repeat len
(selq ent (ssname sse! idx)
dxf (entget ent)
ldx (1+ idx)
type (cdr (assoc 0 dxfl)

I

(cond
H", type "LINE") (savelinefp dxf))
II", type "ARC") (savearc fp dxf))
(t (prine "mCan not save entity type:
(prine type))
)
)

I

oJ

(detun savepoint (fp pt l )
(prine {car pi) fp)
(prine '" fp)
(princ{cadrpt)fp)
(prine R" fp)
{prine (caddr pUfp)
(princ " ° fp)

I
(princ "\nType FILEMAKE to execute this program." )
(princ)

The savearc function is similar
the saveline function except
that the starting point and ending
point of the arc must be calculated
from the centcr point, starting
angle, and ending angle returned
in the DXF list. This is a simple
task when using the polar function, which returns a new point
when given an angle and distance
from an existing point variable.
The savecolor and savepoint
functions are utility functions that
to

; Save the Ihroo ooordinates of a point separated by a space.

)

respond with an answer instead of
pressing Enter with no input. If
the file does not exist or if the user
allows the replacement of an existing file, a new file is created to
place the commands into.
The savepart function is
responsible for selecting the
geometry to be used in creating
the file and deciding which output
function is to be called, determined by the type of geometry
selected. The ssget function
allows you to select which geometry to output to the file. The
repeat loop is then used to exuact
each entity from the selection set
starting with index 0 and continuing through the number of entities
found in the selection set as determined by the sslength function.
Once an entity has been extracted from the selection set, the OXF
code list for that entity is retrieved
and the OXF code 0 for the type
of entity is extracted from the
OXF list. The cond statement
compares the entity type to the
various types that the program can
output to the file and calls the
appropriate output function.
The savcline function writes
the coordinates for a line to the
output file. The assoc function
first removes any OXF codes we
are interested in frotn the DXF
list. In the case of a line, the color,
starting point, and ending point
are needed for the output file.
The DXF codes for these attributes are 62, 10 and 11. The color of
the line is compared to the global
variable, '_color', and the savecolor function is called if the color
of the line differs from the previous entity written to the file . By
setting the '_color' variable to nil
at the beginning of the progrnm,
the first entity written to the file
will always be preceded by a
COLOR command to initially set
the color. The princ function is
used to output the command
name and coordinates to the output file. The princ function operates the same when writing to a
file as it does when printing to the

See LISP, Page 30 ¢
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CADKEY FOR ARCHITECTURAL MODELING!
MODELING SCALE STRUCTURES FOR DIORAMAS
By Walter Silva, President
Conceptual Product Development
Don't overlook CADKEY's powerful
three dimensional modeling too ls for constructing s<"";Ih: models for dioramas of factory areas. In fact, using CADKFY as the
S[n1cture modeling tool instead of a tr:lditional architecturally oriented package (such
as DataCAD) makes sense in many situations. For example:
I. \Vhen the designer rarely does arch itectural work anu doesn't have access to an
architectural modeling package.
2. \Vhen large machine parts normally
designed in CADKEY will be included as
part of the model.
3. 'Vhen rapid prototype 1Il0dels (including
machinery components) are required for
producing a phrsical scale modd of the project.
The steps for creating a model of a small
air compressor room presented below illustrate CAD KEY's versatility. Intermediatc
renderings of the components and a final
rendering of thc completed facility are also
prt.'l;cnted. TI)is compressor room model is a
simple example of how CADKEY can be
nsed to produce realistic renderings of plant
areas. This approach conld be adaptcd to
produce a diorama mOOe! of any strucwre in
a manufacturing plant or office complex.
The rapid processing speed of Picture-Tt
combined with a disciplined approach to
building [he model and segreg'Jting distincr
geometries prod uced a wireframe file which
rendered in less than 20 seconds on a 486OX -100 .MHz PC with 32MB RAM. The
wire frame mode! took less than three hours
to create, including nmning of n:s[ renderings to verify m3th{'matical closure ~t each
stage of the construction.
BUILDING THE MODEL
Modeling Tip: \Yhen huilding dioT:lmaS,
the ohjects modeled arc primarily me.1sured
in feet. So huild the model ill feet and enter
allV inch measurements using ("inch v:llue" I
L?). This eiimin:ltes having ~o com'err hack
and forth hetwcen units . .ifYOIl retrie,'e patterns of standard ma('hine components from
your main dMaiJ:lse which were built i.n inches, rememher to use II 1/12 scale f.lctoT during rh e retrieve process.

The Room
1 ~ TIIC Slab: Tn View 1 creare a slab with
overall room dimensions; constflKt:1 rcet:mgle of the desirC(1 width 311(1 height. Then
extmde th is in the Z direction using
XFOR..\lJ DELTAI JOI1\' to th e desired

~h~c;~~~\ \~~~:~ ~:,~~~~~~;:)~~~~.t~ .IS~~·~~l ~he
slah's wI' snrfa{'e as the constructiun pblil'
usin g the i1\tcn;e..:tion of two top corner
edges. Usin!!:1 differcnt cnlnf. crcate w3l1~
using parall.:! command on top surfacc. trim
corners. :lIld eltrude thi~ geometry upwards
:1 dist<HlCe aI'S feet. On the ri ght hand wal).
construct hQ[i7.0nral :lnd \'crtlcallincs on the
extcrior \\~111 surface tu cre,lte ,1 3.5 fi)()1 wick
by 7 foot high duor opening; then usc
XFORt\1I PROJECTI jOl;\I to n:trucle
through tOJ the int<!riur walL Build rhe winduw opening 011 the reur wall in a simibr
maimer. ,\Tow 1111 th..: I\JI1 ~c011letry til Len:1
I I.
3 - \\'imlows aud Doors: Construct the
window and dool' fnl1nc~ u~illK a different
color than llsed in the Ivall gculntlry. Est:1hlish a {"'H1~tr\1cti()11 pbl1c on the rif.,>1n, exterior wall. CreMe lines pamHel to the door
opening edge.~ at \l distance equal to the
11c~ired frunle thickness. Trim out the corners. Duplicate the line~ which form the wall
opening. Using XFORMI DEL:TM MOVE.
lift rhe frallle I.(eomern· off of thc \~:l1! ~l1r
face a distanc~ eeilial to the eksired fralne
ren:a! lin the wall. Ne:\t u~c XFORMJ
DEL1:V JON to extrude tub gcoillerry
through the \vall a dismnce etlwli to wan
thickness plus tWo rel·e~1 thkknesses. Repeat
the pTOl~ess on the rcal' wall for the window
frames. Move door frallle enrities to Lcl'el
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Piping run and compressor
12. A10ve window frame eJ1tilies to level 13.

the right side surmce of the left leg.
Alove these enrities
to Level 22.
10 - A Duplicate:
To form the second
compressor, display
Levels 15 through
22. Then usc
XFOR,\11 DELTA!
COPYI to duplicatcall the entities
on levels 15
through 22.
Remove Leo.·e1s 1522. Using masking
Electrical box
hy color, move
each of the entity
groups to levels 115 through 122 . For example, the second tank will move to Level 115
sil)ce the first tank was on Leyel15.

plane and extnlde thc.~e geomctries out the
Same distance used in step twelve. l\love
these entities to Level 25.
14 - Joiu Elcments: Establish a construction plane on the right surface of the just
extnlded geometries. Create twO squures
equal in cross section to the previous mns at
the front end of the runs. Using XFORMI
PROJECT! JOIN extnlde these geometries
TO the left side surface of the moto r wiring
boxes on each of the compressors . .Move
these Entities to level 26.
15 - The TEES: Est'Jblish a conStruction
plane on the right hand snrface of the compressor port geometry of the first compressor. Using ~ color differen t from the compressor tank, create a cylindcr equal to the
diameter of tho: pipe TEE side leg. Using a
different color, create a cylinder at right
angles to this equal in diameter to the body
of the TEE. Using the various XFORM:
eommands duplicate this TEE at eaeh spot
needed in the main piping run. (Hint: The
TEE on the front of the second tank is created using XFORJW OLD-NEWI COPY.
The next TEE in line call be created using
XFORMI DELTA! COpy using the just
created TEE as the original. The nex.t TEE
along the line can he created by copying one
of the TEES at the end of the line and rotating it 180 degrees in Vit.·w 1, then 90 degrees
in View 5.
\Vhen the tees are oompleted, move all of
the side TEE geometries to Level 27. Move
all of the body TEE entities to Lel'ci28. It is
~OT nece~sar)' to trim these geometries.
Since they are on different levels, they will
process without a problem. This technique is
useful when prodncing conceptll:ll models
because of the time and memory Sowed. It
docs NOT create all accurate model for
engineering purposes, but that is not critical
in this situation.
16· The Pipe Runs: Using a CDlor different from the colors used in the TEES, creute
the pipe runs by establishing a eonstnlction
plane on the enll diametcr of a TEE, creat'"
iug a circle equal to the pipe diameter on
thM phne, than us ing XFOR.'vlJ PR0,1EC"Y1
jOlr\' to extrude the pipe to the cnd Sltrf.lce
of the next TEE in line. Continue in this
way for e,lch pipe run. Move all of the pipe
nm entitie~ to Level 29.
17 - The Aftercooler: Create the aftereoolo:r bo,k b\' establishing a construction plane
on tilt' re~r end of the'fifth TEE. Create a
circle equal to the :1ftercooler hody diamcter
and e-xtnlde th is using XPORj\11 DF.:T;rAl
JOI N. MOI'e these e~tities to level 30.
18 - Aftcrcooler Hrnckets: Estahlish a construction phme using the front end circle of
Ihe nltercooler. Create the profile of n brncket using- line entities. Extrude lIlts prOfile to
erc3te the first hrnckct. U~ing XFOR\1J
DELl LV COPY duplicate th is hracket at the
desired d ist:mce. '\lcwe to Vicw 5 nlld lIse
EDiTI BOX-.\IO\l~ to move the hrackcts
imo position 11lung the ICil~th of thc ~fter
cooler. Aiove all of the br:Jckct entities to
Level3 l.

Crmtpressor CMtlpontnts
4 - The Tank: E,~tab!ish a construction
plane on the inner surface of the left wall.
Using>l new color, create a cylinder eml for
Note: Thir flttrlltion to detail here rimplifits
a compressor tank with a circle of thc
working witb the model and tremendolls~'1
desired diameter, UseXFQR,\fJ DEr;[tV
improves rrndering spud alld i1CCllracy in PicJOIN and c.'{trude this geometry to create
tf/re-lt.
the length of the tank. Use standard concentric circle construction to create the hemiThe Electrical CMnponent.t
spherical end and dnplicate for the other
11 - The Panel: Esmblish a construction
end. Create pOrt geometry on right end to
plane on the rear inside wall surface. Create
accept piping. Move all qrlinder entities to
rectangles for the main electrical panel and
Level 15.
tll'O compressor motor S1.dtch boxe.~. Extnlde
5 - The Saddle Block: Use a different color these geometries out from the wall m a
to create the
desired depth.
t.'<.)mpressor S:lJEstablish a condie hlock. Dnplismlction plane
(':lte the major
on the front Sllfcylinder circle
face of one of the
and trim it to
boxes. Create the
create horiront31
frame lines using
and vertical
CREATV
ed~es. Create fil~
LDJEJ PARALlch: ,It top corLEL: then trim
ners. Extrude
our the corners,
thi~ geometry
and extrude these
and move to
frames back into
Levcll6. Usc a
the boxes to crediffero!nt color to
ate the rim effect
create the prr~
on the frontsllTtllid support
f:lce of each of
block profile for
Diorama created in CADKEY
the boxes. \<:~t:J.bthe co1l1pre~sor
lish a construcc\'lindcN and extrude it to the required di~
rion plane on the top snrfal:e (lfthe luain
t~l1ce. Move tht:Se geometries to Level 18.
panel. In the center I:rC:lte a tirde equal to
On one ofthe ohlique planes, create :\ conthe diameter of the main SCf\'icc conduit.
stnlcrion pbnc. Using a diffcrent color. {TeExtrude this up to the top of the perimeter
ate rhe finned cylinder using:l series of cirwall. Create simibr conduits bctween the
cles joined by tieb~rs. Duplic:lte this geomem:lin panel ant! the switch boxes. '\love these
tn' on the other ohlique plane. :\1"o\'c thc
entitics to Le\'eJ ~3.
c:;linder geomctries to Lel·cl17.
12 - The Conduits: ESblhlish a constntc6 - TIIC Motor: Establish a comtnlcti()l1
tion plane on the in ner surfl1ce of the rear
plane \ISing- (lne of th e fillets Oil the left cnd
\\':111. Using a color different from the eleeof the c011lpre~sor saddle. Cre:lre:J circle
tri{':'!l hoxes, create the ('ondnit runs on the
eliun l to the mOtor diamcter, positioned
re3r w:llI.
conscrw memory and simplify
above the [(lp sllrfaCt' of [he f;.1(tdle, centered
construction, we will repr~sent the $m:lllet
nn it. and tanQ:ent to it. Extrude this to credi:l1neter conduits by square cross sectioils.
atl' tbe bodv of the motor. then esm!JlisJl a
After building the traces on the re~r W,lll,
{'o!1Stnll'tiO;1 pl:me on the right end of the
exrmde thcm our a dist'ance e'lulll to their
motJlr and create the mOtor shaft and puller
widol. i\10\'C these entitit,s t(J Lcwl ~-+.
bv (,()ntiJluing to create circles :md e,xtrude
13 - The Trnces: Estahlish a C01\structi()/1
tl~o:m. ~["I'e these cntitie~ to Level 10.
pbn~ 1m the inner surface of the left \\~lll.
7 - The ,"Viring Box: Create the m(}tnr
Create the trl1Ce.~ tiJ!' the conduits on this
\\irinl.( hox in n lJI~ilncr ~irnibr to Olat use(1
to cr~1te the cOlllpres~or ~~](ldlc in stcp fin:.
RENDERING THE MODEL
Be ~\lre to use :l I:olnr dift'en:1\t fmlll the
tnowr l)(Xl},. •\lol'e these entitic~ to Level :!O.
S ince we carefully moved each entity group to a unique level for proceSSing,
8 ~ The Leg:": Est:Jh!i~h a constru(,tion
we can now modify colors to produce a pleasing rendering. The groupings
below are an example of how the model can be o rganized.
plane using tht' circle at the right cnd of the
cOinpre~s()r tank. U~c a diffcrent {'<.)Ior to
!.!:llW;
j;Q!J)R
ITEM
cre~I1'e the legs for the right end hy conRoom
Walls, Floor Slab
10,11
Cyan
structing a series of p<1l':llld line:!>. Trim rhe
Window, Door Frames
12,13
Blue
intcr~ecting lines into a ~h:Jpe like the letter
Compressor Tanks
15,1 15
Magenta
"'H~. Fxtnldl~ this profile to cre~tc the first
Compressor Saddle Block, Pyramid
set of le~~. Duplicatc the leg at :l dist:lnC'C
Support Block, Cylinders
16,17,18,116,117,118
Green
ell"al to 213 of the raak length. Then ~witch
19,20,119,120
Compressor Motor, Wiring Box
Red
to View I and use EDIT/BOXJ.\[O''E to
Compressor Legs, leg Braces
Gray
21,22,121,122
move the legs to:l position ~y1llI1letrie:11 \lith
23,24,25,26
Electrical Boxes, Conduits
Gray
Piping and TEES
the t:mk. :\ Iove these entities to Lel,d 21.
27,28,29
Red
Aftercooler
30
Magenta
9 - 'nlC Braccs: I~Clhlish :1 CQltstrnaion
Aftercooler Brackets
31
Green
phme using two intcl'llecting edgc.~ of thc 6r
left ~de of the right cn(lleg. "C~ing ~ differWith
all
levels
disp
layed,
use
Picture-It
to
produce
a
rendering
of
the diorama.
ent color, crc:lte recI;mglt'.S eqll'll t'O th(' ('ro~
In the processing mask, select level for the masking attribute. For models of
se<..'tinn of the I01llnnulinal bt'3ces at the
this type with large numbers of small cylinders, a segmentation value of 8 is a
11ppropri3te positi'ons. Usc XFOR..~II PROgood first choice to minimize processing time.
JEerl jOIJ\' t{J cxtmde these gt:')1))etries to
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Cutting Edge Technologies Training Courses
Cutting Edge Technologies' training services offer state-of-the-art
facilities and qualified trainers to help you develop the greatest
number of new skills in the shortest period of time. We recognize
how valuable your time is, and any time away from work is a large
investment.
Classes ara structured to allow maximum use of hands-on training.
balanced with lectures and discussions. Class size never exceeds ten

students to allow for the maximum in individual attention, and to allow

for the various paces that different people work at.
Courses are taught in Windsor in the same building as Cadkey
Inc's headquarters. Instruction is given using a permanently

installed high resolution overhead projection monitor. Our facility
offers running tracks, basketball courts, walking trails and a putting
green to unwind after a hard day of studying, or aven a pick-me-up
during lunch hour. Twenty minutes north of Hartford, our facility
offers easy access to Bradley International Airport.
Classes are scheduled from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each day and
include lunch. The cost Is S200.00 per day of training. The introductory course for CAD is a three-day course, immediately followed by
a two-day advanced course. The introductory course for CAM is a
three-day course as well. A check or money order will confirm your
reservation in the class.

FOR QUESTIONS, ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, OR REGISTRATION FORMS, PLEASE CONTACT CETI AT (203) 298-6433.

1995 Spring Training Courses offered by CETI, Training Division

May
Introduction to CAD with CADKEY 7
Advanced CAD Training with CADKEY 7
Introduction to CAM with Cutting Edge

June
Introduction to CAD with CADKEY 7
Advanced CAD Training with CADKEY 7

May 8, 9, 10
May 11, 12
May 22, 23, 24

June 12, 13, 14
June 15, 16

Q Courses are filled on a first come, first served basis.

Q Confirmations are needed to reserve a space.

D Payment is due by the first day of class, unless otherwise specified.

0 Authorized retr:liners for Pratt & Whitney, Hamilton Standard and JTPA

Cutting Edge Technologies' 4 Griffin Road North· Windsor, CT 06095 • (203) 298·6433 • Fax {203) 298·6490

LET'S FACE IT!
If you use CADI<EY and need a
CAM program to machine
surfaces at a price you can
afford. you need ALL the facts
and CUTTING EDGE SURFACES!

LISP

from Page 27

output either a COLOR command or the X, Y, and Z coordinates of a point to the output
fLle. Note that the coordinates
are separated by a single blank
space.
To execute the program, load
the FILEMAKE.LSP file into
CADKEY LISP and type FILEMAKE at the command line.
Supply the name of an output
file and select all of the geometry
in the part file by typing ALL
when asked to select objects. The
lines and arcs from the drawing
will be output to the specified
file and any other entities in the
drawing will be printed to the
screen. After the outpUt file has
been created, try starring a new
part file or erasing the entire
drawing and executing the FILEDRAW program from the last
article using the newly created
command file.

Conclusion
We have discussed how to
retrieve and use the attributes of
existing geometry using the eJlt~
get function and the DXF code
list that is returned. Usi ng the
DXF codes of geometry, it is
possible to retrieve any. information needed about the geometry
in a drawing. 'While the selection
of geometry was required by the
FILEMAKE program, the
method of selecting geometry in
CADKEY LISP was just touched
upon. In future articles, we will
discuss various methods of
selecting geometry using the
CADKEY LISP programming
language in detail.
Source Code Availability
The source code for FrLEMAKE.LSP can be downloaded

CUTTING EDGE SURFACES has:
• all the geometry of CADKEY
• surface modeling of FASTSURF
• complete tool path editing
• a libr.ary of over 100 post processors

No other CAM package has :
• 100% CADKEY data base compatibility
• 100% CADKEY human Interface
• a complete CDe & CADl environment
• general NURBS surface machining
• CADKEY IGES capabilities

from the CADKEY library of the
CAD/CAM/CAE Vendor forum
on CompuServe. Go CADDVE
to access the forum.
Ron B17m/borger il tbe Prelident
and Scott Work1llan ;1 tbe Dirtdor

ofTtchn%gy for BitWise So/utionl,
Inc. BitWise Solutions offen softproducts nnd ret'Vim ~do/f:.
ing ill tbe CAD/CAM and Multi-

W(lrt

1IItdio1llarKm.

STRETCHING
CUTTING EDGE SURFACES can be used as a stand alone CAJv1

system for 3-axis

milling, drilling. boring. reaming. slotting, pocketing, tapping and contouring.
Immediate verification of the tool path before cutting reduces material waste.
CUTTING EDGE SURFACES is fully integrated into Cadkey's desktop engineering
tools. Now you can manufacture your designs directly from CADKEY part files
'Nith 100% failure-free data transfer. NO
TRANSLATION neededl You can also
transfer other CAD files using IGES. DXF,
and CADL.

CUTTING EDGE SURFACES offers ease of use unparalleled in the CAD/CAJv1 wond,
an outstanding (ustomization environment, general surface machining, and the
ability to bring surfaces from any CAD system that supports IGES.
If you don't have a blue print or a CAD design. we can hap with Chat too. Ask about the
reverse engineering ability of CADDlnspector

from Page 24
stretches which appear in the
software. The Windows-based
software can be set to give you
stretching breaks automatically
based on how long you've been
working or at times of day you
specify. Or, you can manually
stan the exercises whenever you
wish. BIG type on the screen
and picrures guide you through
the stretches. The manual suggests doing the exercises once
for each 1-2 hours spent at the
keyboard or with the pointing
device.
Another resource is a 248page book entitled

AurosrRETCHING: The Complete MRllllol of Specific Stretching

Call your CUTrING EDGE dealer or Cutting Edge Technologies. Inc.

~iI,Uiiti
4 GrIffin Road North Windsor. CT 06095 • (203) 298-6433 Fax: (203) 29U490

by Dr. J enn Hamberg and Olaf
Evjenth. Originally written for
physicians and physical thera·
pists, it is comprehensible to the
layman as well. This manual is
availabJe for $29.95 (plus $2
shipping) from Chatanooga
Group, P.O. Box 489, Hixson,
TN 37342-0489.

AUTOSTRETCHlNG USA can
be rra,htd at 310/459-0598 or
PAX 310/454-1816.
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